Abstract: Embodiments of the invention provide a system and method of automatically generating weights for matching data records. Each field of a record may be compared by an exact match and/or close matches and each comparison can result in a mathematical score which is the sum of the field comparisons. To sum up the field scores accurately, the automatic weight generation process comprises an iterative process. In one embodiment, initial weights are computed based upon unmatched-set probabilities and default discrepancy weights associated with attributes in the comparison algorithm. A bulk cross-match is performed across the records using the initial weights and a candidate matched set is computed for updating the discrepancy probabilities. New weights are computed based upon the unmatched probabilities and the updated discrepancy probabilities. Test for convergence between the new weights and the old weights. Repeat with the new weight table until the weights converge to their final value.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/810,396, filed June 2, 2006, entitled "A SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR AUTOMATIC WEIGHT GENERATION FOR PROBABILISTIC MATCHING," the entire content of which is hereby incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This invention relates generally to probabilistic matching of records across computer data sources. More particularly, the invention relates to embodiments of a system and method of automatic weight generation for probabilistic matching of data records across databases where a match score indicates the likelihood of records belonging to the same entity.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Data about entities, such as people, products, or parts may be stored in digital format in a computer database. These computer databases permit the data about an entity to be accessed rapidly and permit the data to be cross-referenced to other relevant pieces of data about the same entity. The databases also permit a person to query the database to find data records pertaining to a particular entity. The terms data set, data file, and data source may also refer to a database. A database, however, has several limitations which may limit the ability of a person to find the correct data about an entity within the database. The actual data within the database is only as accurate as the person who entered the data. Thus, a mistake in the entry of the data into the database may cause a person looking for data about an entity in the database to miss some relevant data about the entity because, for example, a last name of a person was misspelled. Another kind of mistake involves creating a new separate record for an entity that already has a record within the database. In a third problem, several data records may contain information about the same entity, but, for example, the names or identification numbers contained in the two data records may be different so that the database may not be able to associate the two data records to each other.
For a business that operates one or more databases containing a large number of data records, the ability to locate relevant information about a particular entity within and among the respective databases is very important, but not easily obtained. Once again, any mistake in the entry of data (including without limitation the creation of more than one data record for the same entity) at any information source may cause relevant data to be missed when the data for a particular entity is searched for in the database. In addition, in cases involving multiple information sources, each of the information sources may have slightly different data syntax or formats which may further complicate the process of finding data among the databases. An example of the need to properly identify an entity referred to in a data record and to locate all data records relating to an entity in the health care field is one in which a number of different hospitals associated with a particular health care organization may have one or more information sources containing information about their patient, and a health care organization collects the information from each of the hospitals into a master database. It is necessary to link data records from all of the information sources pertaining to the same patient to enable searching for information for a particular patient in all of the hospital records.

There are several problems which limit the ability to find all of the relevant data about an entity in such a database. Multiple data records may exist for a particular entity as a result of separate data records received from one or more information sources, which leads to a problem that can be called data fragmentation. In the case of data fragmentation, a query of the master database may not retrieve all of the relevant information about a particular entity. In addition, as described above, the query may miss some relevant information about an entity due to a typographical error made during data entry, which leads to the problem of data inaccessibility. In addition, a large database may contain data records which appear to be identical, such as a plurality of records for people with the last name of Smith and the first name of Jim. A query of the database will retrieve all of these data records and a person who made the query to the database may often choose, at random, one of the data records retrieved which may be the wrong data record. The person may not often typically attempt to determine which of the records is appropriate. This can lead to the data records for the wrong entity being retrieved even when the correct data records are available. These problems limit the ability to locate the information for a particular entity within the database.
To reduce the amount of data that must be reviewed and prevent the user from picking the wrong data record, it is also desirable to identify and associate data records from the various information sources that may contain information about the same entity. There are conventional systems that locate duplicate data records within a database and delete those duplicate data records, but these systems only locate data records which are identical to each other. Thus, these conventional systems cannot determine if two data records, with for example slightly different last names, nevertheless contain information about the same entity. Consequently, the determination of whether records belong together remains very much a labor-intensive process.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

Embodyments of the invention provide a system and method of automatic weight generation useful in facilitating the determination of whether records belong together (e.g., the statistical likelihood that they are related to the same entity). For example, in some embodiments of the invention, a computer information processing system may implement computer program algorithms for matching data records. Some algorithms may match search criteria with data source systems by comparing individual fields of a record. In some embodiments, each field may be compared by an exact match (e.g., identical last names) and/or by close matches. As an example, close matches can be characterized by nicknames, typos (edit distance), abbreviations, previous names, etc. Matching according to one embodiment of the invention accounts for anonymous values (e.g., an anonymous name "John Doe", a default social security number "111-11-1111", or some other standardized value). In one embodiment, anonymous values are treated as equivalent to empty values.

According to one embodiment of the invention, each comparison can result in a mathematical score which is the sum of the field comparisons. To sum up the field scores accurately, each type of comparison or comparison function can have a weighting factor associated thereto. For example, an exact match may be weighted much higher than an abbreviation match, and a social security number match may be weighted much higher than a date-of-birth match. According to one embodiment of the invention, weighting can account for other factors such as the frequency of the component in the data source records. For example, a match on "John Smith" may be weighted much less than matches on a name like "Moonbeam Horsefeather".
According to one embodiment of the invention, the weighting also accounts for differing data quality. For example, if an accurate data set has a mismatch on date-of-birth, then the penalty, negative weight factor, may be greater than on an inaccurate data set.

In some cases, weights for record matching may be determined by a highly trained and extremely skilled specialist who sets and validates weights through analysis of the data source records with the aid of some utility software tools. As the data grows rapidly and changes continuously over time, it has become very difficult if not cost prohibitive to accurately and correctly establish weighting in a timely manner. For these reasons, conventional record matching systems are typically configured statically using a set of sample records which yields less accurate matches.

Embodiments of the invention provide a system and method of automatically generating weights for record matching. More particularly, one embodiment of the invention provides a search engine capable of performing complex weight generation across data record matching (e.g., from multiple data sources) with little or no human intervention. The data sources can be a single database, multiple data bases at a single physical location, multiple data bases at different locations or a network, etc.

In one embodiment, an automatic weight generation process according to the invention may comprise the following:

1) Create tables for unmatched-set probabilities for all attributes involved in the comparison algorithm.

2) Set default discrepancy weights for these attributes.

3) Calculate the weights based upon these tables.

4) Perform record comparison across the data using the weights.

5) Determine a candidate matched set for each attributed involved in the comparison algorithm.

6) Calculate the discrepancy probabilities from these candidate matched sets.

7) Calculate new weights based upon the unmatched probability tables and the new discrepancy tables. Information from the unmatched set probabilities and the matched set probabilities are combined to form the actual weights.
8) Test for convergence between the new weights computed in step 7 and the old weights used in step 4.

9) If this difference is larger then repeat beginning at step 4 with the new weight table until the weights converge to their final value.

10) Calculate nominal auto-link and clerical-review thresholds.

In one embodiment, an automatic weight generation process according to the invention may further comprise generating tables for adaptive weighting. In one embodiment, an automatic weight generation process according to the invention may further comprise generating candidate anonymous data useful for locating and removing erroneous data.

Embodiments of the invention can provide many advantages, including speed, accuracy, and performance. For example, for applications against data sources containing a certain number of records, automatic weight generation can occur in hours instead of lengthy data analysis over weeks. Additionally, due to a repeatable, automated process eliminating any manual analysis and editing of individual weight values, the invention is less error prone. In embodiments of the invention, thousands of weights can be automatically generated to account for details in specific data (e.g., frequencies, errors, anonymous values, etc.) without human intervention. Furthermore, embodiments of the system and process of the invention disclosed herein can be applied to 10 millions or more record data sets, making the invention particularly useful in a high performance search engine implementation. The user experience is enriched by allowing monitoring of the process and generated weights. With this invention, a highly skilled specialist is not required to configure and tune the probabilistic weight generation.

Embodiments of the invention disclosed herein can be implemented by programming one or more computer systems or devices with computer-executable instructions embodied in a computer-readable medium. When executed by a processor, these instructions operate to cause these computer systems and devices to perform one or more functions particular to embodiments of the invention disclosed herein (e.g., generate an appropriate confidence level or score for each event.) Programming techniques, computer languages, devices, and computer-readable media necessary to accomplish this are known in the art and thus will not be further described herein.
Additional details, advantages and other aspects of the invention will be better appreciated and understood when considered in conjunction with the following description and the accompanying drawings. The following description, while indicating various embodiments of the invention and numerous specific details thereof, is given by way of illustration and not of limitation. Many substitutions, modifications, additions or rearrangements may be made within the scope of the invention, and the invention includes all such substitutions, modifications, additions or rearrangements.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a database system that may include a master entity index system in which an automatic weight generation process may be implemented according to one embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary master entity index system and its associated databases in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating more details of the database that are associated with the master entity index of FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a plurality of input operations that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2;

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a plurality of query operations that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2;

FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a plurality of monitor operations that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2;

FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a new data record addition operation that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2;

FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating an existing data record update operation that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2;

FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating the match/link operation that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2;

FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an identity rule operation that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2;
FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating a non-identity rule operation that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2;

FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating a delete operation that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2;

FIG. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a data record retrieval operation that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2;

FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating a database retrieval operation that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2;

FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating a match operation that may be executed by the master entity index of FIG. 2; and

FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating an automatic weight generation process according to one embodiment of the invention.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

The invention and the various features and advantageous details thereof are explained more fully with reference to the nonlimiting embodiments that are illustrated in the accompanying drawings and detailed in the following description. Descriptions of well known starting materials, processing techniques, components and equipment are omitted so as not to unnecessarily obscure the invention in detail. Skilled artisans should understand, however, that the detailed description and the specific examples, while disclosing preferred embodiments of the invention, are given by way of illustration only and not by way of limitation. Various substitutions, modifications, additions or rearrangements within the scope of the underlying inventive concept(s) will become apparent to those skilled in the art after reading this disclosure.

Reference is now made in detail to the exemplary embodiments of the invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like parts (elements). In one embodiment, the system and method of the invention is particularly applicable to a system and method for indexing information from multiple information sources about companies to an explicit business hierarchy such as Dun and Bradstreet (D&B), Experian, or Equifax. It is in this context that the
invention will be described. It will be appreciated, however, that the system and method in accordance with the invention has utility in a large number of applications that involve identifying, associating, and structuring into hierarchy information about entities.

[0033] In describing embodiments of the systems and methods of the present invention, it may first be helpful to go over examples of embodiments of systems and methods for associating entities which may be utilized in conjunction with embodiments of the present invention such as those described in United States Patent No. 5,991,758 by inventor Scott EHard, entitled "System and Method for Indexing Information about Entities from Different Information Sources," which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a master entity index system 30 in accordance with the invention. The master entity index system may include a master entity index (MEI) 32 that processes, updates and stores data records about one or more entities from one or more information sources 34, 36, 38 and responds to commands or queries from a plurality of operators 40, 42, 44, where the operators may be either users or information systems. The MEI may operate with data records from a single information source or, as shown, data records from one or more information sources. The entities tracked using the MEI may include for example, patients in a hospital, participants in a health care system, parts in a warehouse or any other entity that may have data records and information contained in data records associated with it. The MEI may be a computer system with a central processing unit 45 executing a software application that performs the function of the MEI. The MEI may also be implemented using hardware circuitry.

[0034] As shown, the MEI 32 may receive data records from the information sources as well as write corrected data back into the information sources. The corrected data communicated to the information sources may include information that was correct, but has changed, information about fixing information in a data record or information about links between data records. In addition, one of the users 40-44 may transmit a query to the MEI 32 and receive a response to the query back from the MEI. The one or more information sources may be, for example, different databases that possibly have data records about the same entities. For example, in the health care field, each information source may be associated with a particular hospital in the health care organization and the health care organization may use the master entity index
system to relate the data records within the plurality of hospitals so that a data record for a patient in Los Angeles may be located when that same patient is on vacation and enters a hospital in New York. The MEI 32 of the master entity index system 30 may be located at a central location and the information sources and users may be located remotely from the MEI and may be connected to the MEI by, for example, a communications link, such as the Internet. The MEI, the one or more information sources and the plurality of users may also be connected together by a communications network, such as a wide area network. The MEI may have its own database that stores the complete data records in the MEI, but the MEI may also only contain sufficient data to identify a data record (e.g., an address in a particular information source) or any portion of the data fields that comprise a complete data record so that the MEI retrieves the entire data record from the information source when needed. The MEI may link data records together containing information about the same entity in an entity identifier or associative database, as described below, separate from the actual data record. Thus, the MEI may maintain links between data records in one or more information sources, but does not necessarily maintain a single uniform data record for an entity. Now, an example of the master entity index system for a health care organization in accordance with the invention will be described.

[0035] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a master entity index system 50 for a health care organization. In this example, the master entity index system may include a master entity index 52 and a data store 54. For clarity, the one or more information sources and the multiple users are not shown, but are connected to the master entity index 52 as previously described. The data store 54 may include an entity database 56, one or more control databases 58, and an exception occurrence database. The entity database may store the data from the data records as specified above from the one or more information sources and may separately store links between one or more data records when those data records contain information about the same entity. The entity database may also store an address of a large data record stored in one of the information sources to reduce the storage requirements of the entity database. In this example, the information about entities within the data records may be information about patients within a plurality of hospitals which are owned by a health care organization. The MEI 52 may process the data records from the one or more information sources located at each hospital, identify and associate
records that contain information about the same entity, and generate the links between the separate data records when the data records contain information about the same patient.

[0036] As data records from the information sources are fed into the MEI, the MEI may attempt to match the incoming data record about an entity to a data record already located in the MEI database. The matching method will be described below with reference to FIG. 15. If the incoming data record matches an existing data record, a link between the incoming data record and the matching data record may be generated. If the incoming data record does not match any of the existing data records in the MEI, a new entity identifier, as described below, may be generated for the incoming data record. In both cases, the incoming data record may be stored in the MEI. Then as additional data records are received from the information sources, these data records are matched to existing data records and the MEI database of data records is increased.

[0037] The one or more control databases 58 may be used by the MEI to control the processing of the data records to increase accuracy. For example, one of the control databases may store rules which may be used to override certain anticipated erroneous conclusions that may normally be generated by the MEI. For example, the operator of the MEI may know, due to past experience, that the name of a particular patient is always misspelled in a certain way and provide a rule to force the MEI to associate data records with the known different spellings. The control databases permit the operator to customize the MEI for a particular application or a particular type of information. Thus, for a health care system containing information about a patient, the control databases may contain a rule that the nickname "Bill" is the same as the full name "William." Therefore, the MEI will determine that data records otherwise identical except for the first name of "Bill" and "William" contain information about the same entity and should be linked together. The MEI will now be described in more detail.

[0038] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating more details of the master entity index system 50, and in particular the MEI 52 and the data store 54. The MEI 52 may include an addition and updating unit 70, a monitor unit 72 and a query unit 74. The addition and updating unit may add data records about a new entity into the data store, update data records in the data store, or add new rules to the control databases. The
monitor unit may permit a user of the master entity index system to view special conditions, known as exceptions, generated by the MEI. For example, a data record that requires a person to view the data record due to an error may be tagged and a message to the operator may be generated. The query unit permits a user of the master entity index system to query the MEI about information in the data records or information in the control databases of the MEI and the MEI will return a response to the query including any relevant data records or information. More details of these units and their associated functions will be described below.

For each of the operations of the MEI, including the synthesis, as described below, the querying and the monitoring, the results of those operations may depend on a trust value that may be associated with each data field in a data record. The trust computation for a data field may vary depending on the characteristics of the data field, such as the date on which that data record containing the field was received, or a quantitative characterization of a level of trust of the information source. For example, a data field containing data that was manually entered may have a lower trust value than a data field with data that was transferred directly from another information source. The trust value for a data field may also affect the probability of the matching of data records. Now, the data store 54 of the master entity index system will be described in more detail.

The MEI may provide other operations that can be constructed from combining the operations listed above. For example, an operation to process data records for which it is not known if a data record exists can be constructed by combining the query operation for data records with the add new data record or update existing data record operations. These "composite" operations may lead to better performance than if the operator executed a combination of the basic operations. They also relieve the operator for having to determine the correct sequencing of operations to achieve the desired result.

The data store 54 may include an entity database 56, one or more control databases 58, and an exception occurrence database 90 as described above. The entity database may include a data record database 76 and an identity database 78. The data record database may store the data records or the addresses of the data records in the MEI as described above, while the associative identity database may store a group of data record identifiers that associate or "link" those data records
which contain information about the same entity. The separation of the physical data records from the links between the data records permits more flexibility because a duplicate copy of the data contained in the data record is not required to be present in the identity database. The data record database and the associative database may also be combined if desired.

[0042] The identity database represents the combination of data records in the data record database that refer to the same entity. Each entity is assigned an entity identifier. Entity identifiers are based on the concept of "versioned" identification. An entity identifier consists of a base part and a version number. The base part represents a specific individual about whom information is being linked. The version number represents a specific combination of data records that provides information about the entity that is known at a specific time. In this example, the data records are shown as squares with the alphabetic identifier of the data record inside, and the entity identifier is shown as the base part followed by a period followed by a version number. For example, "100.0" indicates an entity identifier with 100 as the base part and 1 as the version number. In this example, entity identifier 100.0 links data records A and B, entity identifier 101.0 links data records C, D and E, and entity identifier 101.1 links data records A, B, and R. Now, the details of the control databases will be described.

[0043] The one or more control databases 58 may permit the operator of the master entity index system to customize the MEI's processing based on information known to the operator. The control databases shown are merely illustrative and the MEI may have additional control databases which further permit control of the MEI by the operator. The control databases may, for example, include a rules database 80, an exception handling database 82, an anonymous name database 84, a canonical name database 86, and a thresholds database 88.

[0044] The rules database may contain links that the operator of the system has determined are certain and should override the logic of the matching of the MEI. For example, the rules database may contain identity rules (i.e., rules which establish that a link exists between two data records) and/or non-identity rules (i.e., rules which establish that no link exists between two data records). In this example, the rules database contains identity rules which are A=B and C=D and a non-identity rule which is Q.notequal.R. These rules force the MEI to establish links between data records or
prevent links from being established between data records. For example, the information sources may have four patients, with data records S, T, U, and V respectively, who are all named George Smith and the operator may enter the following nonidentity rules (i.e., S.notequal.T, T.notequal.U, U.notequal.V, V.notequal.S) to keep the data records of the four different entities separate and unlinked by the MEI. The rules in the rules database may be updated, added or deleted by the operator of the master entity index system as needed.

[0045] The exception handling database 82 contains one or more exception handling routines that permit the master entity index system to handle data record problems. The exception handling rules within the database may have the form of "condition.fwdarw.action" processing rules. The actions of these rules may be actions that the MEI should automatically take in response to a condition, for example, to request that an individual manually review a data record. An example of an exception handling rule may be, "if duplicate data record.fwdarrow.delete data record" which instructs the MEI to delete a duplicate data record. Another example is, "if different attributes (sex).forwardروا.ّ.row.request further review of data record" which instructs the MEI that if there are two data records that appear to relate to the same entity, but the sex of the entity is different for each data record, the MEI should request further review of the data records. In response to this request, an operator may determine that the data records are the same, with an incorrectly typed sex for one of the records and the operator may enter a rule into the rules database that the two data records are linked together despite the difference in the sex attribute. The exception database may have an associated database 80 (described below) which stores the actual exceptions that occur during processing of the input data records.

[0046] The anonymous name database 84 permits the MEI to automatically recognize names that should be ignored for purposes of attempting to match two data records. In this example, the anonymous name database may contain "not on file", "john doe" and "baby.subtext.— 1" which are names that may be typically assigned by a hospital to a patient when the hospital has not yet determined the name of the patient. As another example, a part not in a warehouse inventory may be referred to as "not on file" until the part may be entered into the database. These anonymous names may be used by the MEI to detect any of the anonymous names or other "filler" data that hold a space, but have no particular meaning in data records and ignore those
names when any matching is conducted because a plurality of data records containing the name of "John doe" should not be linked together simply because they have the same name.

The canonical name database 86 may permit the MEI to associate short-cut data, such as a nickname, with the full data represented by the short-cut data, such as a person's proper name. In this example for a health care organization, the nickname Bill may be associated with William and Fred may be associated with Frederick. This database permits the MEI to link together two data records that are identical except that one data record uses the first name Bill while the second data record uses the first name William. Without this canonical name database, the MEI may not link these two data records together and some of the information about that patient will be lost. The thresholds database 88 permits the thresholds used by the MEI for matching data records, as described below, to be adjustable. For example, an operator may set a high threshold so that only exact data records are matched to each other. A lower threshold may be set so that a data record with fewer matching data fields may be returned to the user in response to a query. The details of the matching method will be described below in more detail.

The exception occurrence database 80 allows the MEI to maintain a record of all of the exceptions that have occurred. The exception occurrence database may store the actual exception conditions that have arisen during processing. For example, the exception occurrence database may contain an entry that represents that entity 100.2 has two data records with different values for the "sex" attribute.

The operator of the MEI may clear the identity database 78 without clearing the data record database 80. Thus, an operator may have the MEI receive a plurality of input data records and generate a plurality of links with a particular matching threshold level, as described below, being used. The operator may then decide to perform a second run through the data using a lower matching threshold level to produce more links, but does not want to delete the data records themselves, and does not want to delete the identity and non-identity rules from the rules database created during the first run through the data. Thus, the operator may delete the identity database, but keep the control databases, and in particular the rules database, for the second run through the data. Now, a method of adding or updating data in the master entity index in accordance with the invention will be described.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method 100 for adding or updating data within the master entity index system. The user selects an add/update operation in step 102 which permits the user to select, for example, an add new data record operation 104, an update an existing data record operation 106, an add new identity rule 110, an add new non-identity rule 112, and a delete data record operation 113. The add new data record operation permits a user of the MEI to add a new data record containing information about an entity into the MEI while the update an existing data record operation permits a user of the system to update the data record or information about an entity that already exists within the MEI. The add identity and add non-identity rule operations permit the user to add identity or nonidentity rules into the rules database 80 shown in FIG. 3. The delete operation permits the user of the MEI to delete a data record from the data records database. Each of these operations will be described in more detail below with reference to FIGS. 7-12. The MEI may then determine whether there are additional addition or updating operations to perform in step 114 based on the user's response and either exit the method or return to step 102 so that the user may select another addition or updating operation. The add/update/delete operation may also be used for the control databases to add/update information in those databases, and additional processing may occur due to changes in the control databases which may change the identity database. In all of those cases, the additional processing is to identify the existing identity records that are impacted by the modification, and to use the match/link operation to re-compute the appropriate entries in the identity database. For example, removing a record for the anonymous name database would cause re-computation of identities of all records with that anonymous name, and all records linked to those records.

For all of the data records stored by the MEI, a record identifier may be used to uniquely identify the entity referred to by that record compared to other data records received from the data source. For example, in data records obtained from a hospital information system, an internally-generated patient identifier may be used as a record identifier, while in data records from a health plan membership database, a social security number can be used as a record identifier. A record identifier differs from an entity identifier because its scope is only the data records from a single data source. For example, if a person in a health plan is a patient in the hospital, their hospital record will have a different record identifier than their health plan record. Furthermore, if records from those two data sources happened to have the same...
record identifier, this would be no indication that the records referred to the same entity.

[0052] An additional aspect of the data record database is that one or more timestamps may be recorded along with the data record. The timestamps may indicate when the data record was last changed (e.g., when the data record is valid) and when the data record was received from the information source. The timestamps may be used to track changes in a data record which may indicate problems, such as fraud, to the operation of the MEI. The timestamps may be generated whenever a data record is added to the MEI or updated so that the historical changes in the data record may be documented. Additionally, individual attribute values may be associated with status descriptors that describe how the values should be used. For example, an attribute value with an "active" status would be used for identification, an attribute value with an "active/incorrect" status would be used for identification but not presented to the operator as the correct value (for example, an old address that still occurs in some incoming data records), and a status of inactive/incorrect means that the value should no longer be used for matching but should be maintained to facilitate manual review. Now, a method for querying the MEI in accordance with the invention will be described.

[0053] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method 120 for querying the master entity index in accordance with the invention. The querying operations permit the user to retrieve information from the MEI about a particular entity or data from one of the control databases. After a user selects the query operation in step 122, the user may select from a particular query operation that may include an entity retrieval operation 124, or a database query operation 128. For the entity retrieval operation, the MEI in step 132 may execute the match operation 300 described below. During the match operation, an input query may be matched against data records within the various information sources, as described in more detail below with reference to FIG. 15. For the database retrieval operation, the operator specifies a database and a set of attribute values that indicates the records of interest. The MEI in step 136 may locate those records in the specified database that has corresponding values for the specified attributes.

[0054] Additional queries may be performed by the MEI. The MEI may be queried about the number of entities in the MEI database and the MEI may respond with the number of
entities in the MEI database. The MEI may also be queried about the volatility (e.g., the frequency that the data records change) of the data in the data records using a timestamp indicating the last time and number of times that the data has been changed that may be associated with each data record in the MEI. The volatility of the data may indicate fraud if the data about a particular entity is changing frequently. The MEI may also be queried about the past history of changes of the data in the data records so that, for example, the past addresses for a particular entity may be displayed. Once the queries or matches have been completed, the data is returned to the user in step 138. The MEI may then determine whether there are additional queries to be performed in step 140 and return to step 122 if additional queries are going to be conducted. If there are no additional queries, the method ends. Now, an exception processing method that may be executed by the MEI will be described.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method for processing exceptions 150 that may be executed by the MEI. The input is data describing the occurrence of an exception, for example, an entity whose data records indicate two different values for the entity's sex. In step 152, the exception given as input to the operation is recorded in the exception occurrence database. In step 154, the MEI determines if there is an exception handling rule within the exception handling database 82 for handling the anomaly, as shown in FIG. 3. As described above, the exception handling database contains a plurality of rules for handling various types of exceptions. If an exception handling rule is in the exception handling database, in step 156, the MEI may perform the exception handling routine in the database. The routine may generate a message for the operator or may process the data using another software program. A message may be displayed to the user in step 158. If there was not an exception handling routine in the exception handling database, then a message is printed for the user in step 158. The message may require the user to perform some action or may just notify the operator of the action being taken by the MEI in response to an exception. After the message is displayed, the exception handling method has been completed. Now, the operations that may be performed by the MEI during the addition and updating data method will be described.

FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method 170 for inserting a new data record into the MEI in accordance with the invention. The insertion of a new data record for a new
entity usually occurs when a particular information source has determined that the new data record should not refer to the same entity as any other data record previously generated by the information source.

[0057] For inserting a new data record into the MEI, a record containing the new data is received by the MEI from the user. The MEI may then attempt to validate and standardize the fields in the new data record.

[0058] Validation in step 172 may include examining the lengths of the fields or the syntax or character format of the fields, for example, as numeric fields may be required to contain digits in specified formats. Validation may also involve validating codes in the new data record, for example, valid state abbreviations or diagnostic codes. Additional data sets may be involved in the validation process, for example, a data set containing valid customer account numbers. If the validation process fails, in step 176 an exception may be created that indicates that invalid data is received, the exception handling method described above may be performed, and processing of the insert new record operation is complete.

[0059] During standardization in step 174, the MEI may process the incoming data record to compute standard representations of certain data items. For example, the incoming data record may contain the first name of "Bill" and the MEI may add a matching field containing "William" into the incoming data record so that the MEI may match data records to William. This standardization prevents the MEI from missing data records due to, for example, nicknames of people. Other kinds of standardization may involve different coding systems for medical procedures or standard representation of street addresses and other geographic locations.

[0060] The MEI may then attempt in step 178 to determine if a data record with the same record identifier already exists in the data record database. If the standardized input data has the same record identifier as an existing data record, in step 176 an exception may be created that indicates that a two data records with the same record identifier have been received, the exception handling method described above may be performed, and processing of the insert new record operation is complete. If the standardized input data does not have the same record identifier as an existing data record, then the standardized input data may be added into the MEI and a timestamp may be added to the data record in step 180. Then in step 182, the match/link method 210 described below and summarized in FIG. 15 may be performed. The
match/link operation is initiated using the standardized input data, and its execution makes the results of the match/link operation available to the insert new data record operation. Then in step 184, the MEI may determine if the match/link operation linked the standardized input data record with any other records from the same information source. If so, in step 176 an exception may be created that indicates that a duplicate data record has been received, the exception handling method described above may be performed, and processing of the insert new record operation is complete. If not, the results of the match/link operation are returned to the operator and the insert new data record operation has been completed. Now, a method for updating an existing data record already in the MEI will be described.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a method 190 for updating an existing data record containing information about a new or existing entity in accordance with the invention. Updates occur when an information source receives new information concerning an entity for which is already in its data store. The new information received by the information source will be communicated to the MEI through the update operation.

To perform the update method, the MEI may first test the input data for validity in step 191, using the same method as in step 172 of the add new record operation described in FIG. 7. If the validation process fails, in step 199 an exception may be created that indicates that invalid data is received, the exception handling method described above may be performed, and the processing of the update existing data record operation is complete. The MEI may then standardize the input data in step 192, using the same method as in step 174 of the add new record operation. The MEI may then attempt in step 193 to determine if a data record with the same record identifier as the standardized input data already exists in the data record database. If the standardized input data does not have the same record identifier as an existing data record, a new item may be added to the exception database in step 199 indicating that a duplicate data record was located, and no further processing is performed.

If the standardized input data does have the same record identifier as an existing data record, then the incoming data record is checked in step 193 to see if it contains exactly the same values for data fields as a data record already contained in the data record database. If the standardized input data does not have the same record identifier
identifier as an existing data record, in step 199 an exception may be created that indicates that a duplicate data record has been received, the exception handling method described above may be performed, and processing of the update existing data record operation is complete. If the standardized input data contains exactly the same values, then the execution of this operation cannot affect the identity database. As a result, the timestamp of the existing data record may be updated in step 195 to reflect the current time and processing of the operation is completed. If the standardized input data contains different field values than the existing record with the same record identifier, in step 196 the existing record's field values may be updated to be consistent with the values in the standardized input data, and its timestamp may be updated to reflect the current time. Since the data in the existing record has now changed, the impact on the identity database must be computed. To do this, the MEI in step 197 may first remove an entry in the identity database involving the existing record, if such an entry exists. The MEI may then perform a match/link operation in step 198 for the existing records and any other records referred to in the identity database record removed in step 197. These are the records that had been previously recorded in the identity database as referring to the same entity as the existing data record. The match/link operation performs as described in FIG. 9.

[0064] Once the match/link results have been returned in step 198 or the timestamp updated in step 195 or an exception has been generated in step 199, the add new data record operation has been completed. Now, a method for matching/linking a data record will be described.

[0065] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a method 210 for matching/linking a data record in accordance with the invention. This operation is used to determine the data records in the data record database that refer to the same entity as an input data record in the data record database.

[0066] To perform the match/link operation, in step 212, the MEI may perform the match operation 300 described below and diagrammed in FIG. 15. In this step, the data in the input data record is given to the match operation as its input, and the data records returned by the match operation are made available. The MEI may then in step 214 determine if any matching data records were made available. If no data records other than the input data record were returned, the match/link operation is
completed. If at least one, other data record was returned, the incoming data record and matching data records may be synthesized in step 216. The synthesis process combines the data values in the new record and the existing records associated with the entities. The MEI may then in step 218 determine if a condition indicating a synthesis exception has occurred, as defined by the current contents of the exception database. For example, if the incoming data record lists the sex of the entity as male while one of the matching data records lists the sex of the entity as female, and the exception database states that coalescing records with different sexes is an exceptional condition, an exceptional condition will be identified. If an exception occurs, in step 220 the MEI may create and handle the appropriate synthesis exception and the processing of the match/link operation is complete. If there are no synthesis exceptions, then in step 222, the MEI may determine the number of identity records currently held in the identity database that link data records which match the input data record. If no identity records exist, in step 224, a record may be added to the identity database with a new unique base part and a version number of 0. If exactly one identity record exists, in step 226 the MEI may update this record to add a link to the input data record. If more than one identity record exists, the MEI in step 228 may "coalesce" these records—that is, remove the existing identity records and replaces them with a single identity record linking the input data records with all the data records returned in step 212. After one of steps 224, 226, and 228 are performed, the processing of the match/link operation has been completed. Now, a method for adding an identity rule in accordance with the invention will be described.

[0067] FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating a method 240 for adding an identity rule to the rules database of the MEI in accordance with the invention. In step 242, the MEI may receive two data record identifiers, l.subtext.1 and l.subtext.2. In this example, the identity rule is l.subtext.1 = l.subtext.2 which means that these two data records contain information about the same entity. The MEI may then determine if the two identifiers refer to separate unique records in step 244 and an exception routine may be executed in step 246 if an exception occurs. If there is no exception, the MEI determines if the new identity rule is consistent with the rules already contained in the rules database in step 248. If there is an exception, such as the rules database has a non-identity rule that specifies that l.subtext.1 and l.subtext.2 are not associated with each other, an exception routine is executed in step 250. If the new
identity rule is consistent with the other rules in the rules database, then the entity identifier containing the two data records are synthesized in step 250 to determine if there are any inconsistencies within the associations of the two entity identifier as shown in step 252. If there are any inconsistencies in the entity identifier, an exception handling routine is executed in step 254. Otherwise, the entity identifier containing the two data records are merged together in step 256 and the method is completed. Now, a method of adding a non-identity rule to the rules database in accordance with the invention will be described.

[0068] FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating a method 260 for adding a non-identity rule to the rules database of the MEI in accordance with the invention. In step 262, the MEI may receive two data record identifiers, i.e. subtext.1 and I. subtext.2. In this example, the non-identity rule is I. subtext.1 .notequal.1.sub.2 which means that these two data records contain information that is not about the same entity. The MEI may then determine if the two identifiers refer to separate unique records in step 264 and an exception routine may be executed in step 266 if an exception occurs. If there is no exception, the MEI determines if the new non-identity rule is consistent with the rules already contained in the rules database in step 268. If the new non-identity rule conflicts with one of the existing rules in the rules database, an exception occurs in step 270. If the new non-identify rule does not conflict, then the MEI determines whether the two data records corresponding to the identifiers are currently located in different entity identifier in step 272. If the data records are already separated, then the method ends. If the data records are not currently in different entity identifiers, then in step 274 the data records identified by I.subtext.1 and I. subtext.2 as well as the other data records are removed from the entity identifier containing the data records identified by I. subtext.1 and I. subtext.2 Then, in step 276, the match/link operation, as described above, is performed on each data record removed from the entity identifier. The match/link operation may re-associate those data records previously in the entity identifier with other data records or reestablish the entity identifier without either I. subtext.1 or I. subtext.2. Now, a method for deleting data records in accordance with the invention will be described.

[0069] FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating a method for deleting a data record in accordance with the invention. In step 277, the MEI determines if the data record to be deleted is located within an entity identifier with other data records. If there are no other data
records in the entity identifier, then in step 278, the data record may be deleted and the method is completed. If there are other data records associated with the data record to be deleted, then in step 279, all of the data records are removed from the entity identifier, and in step 280, the selected data record may be deleted. Then in step 281, a match/link operation, as described above, is executed for the other data records previously in the entity identifier. The match/link operation may re-associate those data records previously in the entity identifier with other data records or reestablish the entity identifier without the deleted data records. Now, a method for querying the MEI for data records and querying the MEI for information from the other control databases will be described.

[0070] FIG. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a method 282 for querying the MEI system for data records about a particular entity. In step 283, the MEI accepts a query from the user that contains entity attributes. These attributes correspond to data fields within the data records stored by the MEI. In step 284, the MEI retrieves data records which have data fields that match the attributes provided in the query and displays those located data records for the user. The details of the matching method will be described below in method 300 and illustrated in FIG. 15.

[0071] FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating a method 290 for querying the MEI to locate information in the databases of the MEI. In step 292, the operator may input a database and values for fields maintained in records of the database. In step 294, the MEI may retrieve any information from the control databases relating to the data record identifier I. For example, if the user queries the MEI about rules in the rules database containing identifier I, the MEI may return the identity rule I=M and the non-identity rule I.notequal.N. Now, a method for computing the match operation data records in the MEI database based on a set of query attributes will now be described.

[0072] FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating a method 300 for finding matching data records in the MEI database based on a set of query attributes in accordance with the invention. In step 302, the MEI accepts a query in the form of a list of entity attributes and associated values. Examples of entity attributes in a health care example could be patient number, first name, last name, or phone number, or if the database is a parts inventory, the part number, or the manufacturer for the part. In step 304, the threshold being used by the matching operation may be retrieved from the thresholds
database shown in FIG. 3. As described above, the thresholds database permits different threshold levels to be used depending on how close a match is desired by the operator.

[0073] Once the threshold has been set, in step 306, a plurality of candidates may be retrieved. To select the candidates, the input attributes are divided into combinations of attributes, such as the last name and phone number of the patient, the first name and last name of a patient, and the first name and phone number of the patient. The data records in the MEI database are exactly matched against each combination of attributes to generate a plurality of candidate data records. Determining candidates from several combinations of attributes permits more fault tolerance because a data record may have a misspelled last name, but will still be a candidate because the combination of the first name and the phone number will locate the data record. Thus, a misspelling of one attribute will not prevent the data record from being a candidate. Once the group of candidates has been determined, the confidence level for each candidate data record may be calculated.

[0074] The confidence level may be calculated based on a scoring routine, which may use historical data about a particular attribute, such as a last address. Thus, if the current address and past addresses match a query, the confidence level is higher than that for a data record with the same current address but a different old address. The scoring routine may also give a higher confidence level to information more likely to indicate the same entity, such as a social security number. The scoring routine may add the confidence level for each attribute to generate a confidence level value for a candidate record (match score). Once the confidence levels have been calculated, any data records with confidence levels higher than the threshold level are displayed for the user in step 310. The method of matching attributes to data records within the MEI database has been completed.

[0075] In the past, confidence levels associated with attributes were not determined and assigned automatically. Typically, a highly trained and extremely skilled specialist is needed to set and validate various weights to individual attributes, perhaps with the help of some disparate utilities and programs. As the size, number, and complexity of data records continue to grow, there is a continuing need for better solutions in generating weights for measuring the likelihood of records belonging to the same entity.
Embodiments of the invention disclosed herein provide a new way of measuring the likelihood of records belonging to the same entity in a fast, scalable, objective, and reproducible manner. More specifically, embodiments of the invention provide a system and method for automatic weight generation, useful in measuring the closeness of a match across data records from various information sources. One embodiment of the invention combines utilities and programs with a search engine to perform complex weight generation across data record matching (e.g., from multiple data sources) with little or no user intervention. According to one embodiment of the invention, the search engine can be utilized in finding matching data records in the MEI database described above with reference to FIGS. 1-15.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating a weight generation process 600 according to one embodiment of the invention. One skilled in the art will appreciate that not all steps of process 600 need to be performed and that other implementations are also possible.

In the example shown in FIG. 16, step 602 includes loading identifying information from a plurality of data sources. In one embodiment, a subroutine implementing step 602 can load all or a portion of data from a database or a collection of data (e.g., a file containing a set of data records). Within this disclosure, the term "subroutine" generally refers to a module of computer-executable programming instructions that can be used repeatedly. Exemplary identifying information for an entity might include fields or attributes like first name, last name, address, phone number, social security number (SSN), date of birth, etc. for identifying a person. For the sake of illustration, attributes involved in process 600 are referred to herein as a selection of attributes. As one skilled in the art can appreciate, the selection of attributes to be used in an automatic weight generation process according to the invention disclosed herein is configurable and can vary from implementation to implementation.

Step 604 includes generating frequency data for certain attributes in the selection of attributes involved in process 600. In one embodiment, a subroutine implementing step 604 can identify the occurrence and frequency of certain types of attributes (e.g., more than one person could have the same last name and/or the same birthday). The generation of frequency data is not required for all attribute types (e.g., the frequency of SSN does not change in order of magnitude from person to person).
Step 606 includes generating candidate anonymous data. In one embodiment, a subroutine implementing step 606 can locate and eliminate erroneous data, including those which might have been entered by mistake or default (e.g., a default value for an unknown person's "Last Name" may be "Doe" and a default "Date of Birth" may have a value of 99/99/9999). The subroutine may look for continuity (e.g., "123 Home") and/or factoring out common values (e.g., "John Doe"). This is an optional step.

Step 607 includes reviewing candidate anonymous data generated in step 606. Like step 606, step 607 is optional. In one embodiment, a subroutine implementing step 607 can display an organized list of anonymous data to the user for optional inclusion/exclusion from being considered anonymous. One embodiment of the invention can be utilized by the MEI described above. As mentioned before, the anonymous name database 84 permits the MEI to automatically recognize names that should be ignored. The subroutine implementing step 607 can provide the user with the ability to add, modify, or otherwise edit the anonymous name database 84.

Step 610 includes creating or generating the unmatched probability data for the selection of attributes involved in process 600. In one embodiment, a subroutine implementing step 610 can generate, for each attribute, the unmatched probability which indicates, for each particular attribute, the likelihood that the attributes agree, partially agree, or disagree when the records pulled do not belong to the same person. As an example, suppose data records Record.001 and Record.002 have an agreement or a partial agreement on a particular attribute TelephoneNumber (i.e., they have the same or similar telephone numbers). According to one embodiment of the invention, a subroutine implementing step 610 can generate the unmatched probability which indicates the likelihood of obtaining similar phone numbers when the entity associated with Record.001 and the entity associated with Record.002 are not the same (i.e., the probability that phone numbers are similar at random).

As mentioned above, attributes can be in different types. To accommodate different types of attributes, various comparison techniques can be utilized to implement step 610. One embodiment of the invention includes comparison functions implementing attribute frequency counts and random re-sampling. Examples of both techniques will be described below in detail. In one embodiment, a comparison function may utilize a hybrid of these techniques. The determination as to what comparison
technique to utilize may depend upon the types of attribute values. For example, a first comparison function may be applied to attributes with discrete values such as "gender", a second comparison function may be applied to attributes having a finite range of values such as "birthday", and so on. According to one embodiment of the invention, a comparison can be done by measuring a distance between two numbers for certain attributes such as phone numbers. In this example, the term "distance" refers to a degree of difference in digits (e.g., the difference between a first telephone number 5125551235 and a second telephone number 5125551238 may be a distance of one as the phone numbers are off by one digit). In this way, the closeness of two data records can be associatively reflected in terms of the closeness of their telephone numbers.

In one embodiment, a subroutine implementing random re-sampling operates to create sample pairs which are randomly unmatched. The chance of matching a randomly selected pair can be statistically insignificant. The unmatched random sample pairs can then be utilized to calculate the unmatched probability for each attribute in process 600. Unlike prior systems which simply interpolate the likely intermediate point between an exact match and a mismatch, embodiments of the invention calculate the actual mid points in an automatic process. In this way, very accurate weights can be developed for a plurality of comparison functions, including very complex comparison functions such as multi-dimensional comparisons.

The ability of embodiments of the invention to automatically generate weights can enhance the accuracy and performance of a matching operation. This can be particularly advantageous in determining the correct final match score under certain circumstances (e.g., multi-dimensional comparisons). To illustrate this point, as an example, suppose in comparing two records a weight of 3 is given because the name matches and a weight of 4 is given because the birthday matches, so the final result of this combined (i.e., name-birthday) comparison has a weight of 7. However, these two attributes are conditionally uncorrelated, which means that knowing one does not necessarily give weight to the other (i.e., the scores add to give the final score). As a more specific example, knowing that two different people are named "John Smith" does not indicate whether the birthdays should or should not match. On the other hand, suppose two different people have addresses that match. The chance or likelihood that they would also have phone numbers that match would be
higher. Thus, the result from this second (i.e., address-phone) comparison is not additive (i.e., if the address alone weight is 4 and the phone alone weight is 3, then the address-plus-phone weight may be 5, which is less than the sum).

One embodiment of the invention may provide multi-dimension scores in the form of a multi-dimensional array of conditions, each has a weight to a condition associated with the attributes (e.g., "address exact, phone missing," "address off a little bit, phone missing," "address exact, phone exact," etc.). As an example, each attribute might have a weight which goes from -1: missing, 0: exact, 1: a little bit off, etc. In one embodiment, attributes that are conditionally correlated may be ignored.

Step 612 includes setting the default discrepancy weights for the selection of attributes involved process 600. This is an optional step. A subroutine implementing step 612 may operate to provide a set of default values which represent the data quality of a database from which data is loaded in step 602. Additionally, the subroutine may provide a user with the ability to set default values reflecting what the user believes to be representative of the data quality. That is, as an option, a person is allowed to specify how good the data is. As it will be described below with reference to step 624, the true discrepancy probabilities are calculated through an iteration process. The default discrepancy probabilities assigned in step 612 are used to start the iteration process, which, in this example, begins at step 620.

Another option to start the iteration process is to use existing rules. That is, instead of starting from scratch, one embodiment of the invention can start from a working hub (e.g., the MEI described above) that has been in operation for some time. People make decisions as they use the hub. The hub is configured to record those decisions and may already have a set of matched information (e.g., data records) that has been accumulated over time. Thus, such an existing hub may have information which reflects actual human experience in scoring its data records. One embodiment of the invention can use all or part of those decisions in process 600 (e.g., to seed the iteration process which begins at step 620). Even if additional data source(s) is/are to be added, it might be useful to start process 600 with an existing hub and utilize a set of records in the hub already reviewed in the past as they would have some relation to the data set subject to scoring.

Step 614 includes calculating the initial weights for the selection of attributes in process 600 based upon probabilities determined in steps 610 and 612. In one
embodiment, a subroutine implementing step 614 can calculate the initial weight \( W_0 \) of an attribute using a first probability \( P(\neg I|U) \) determined in step 610 and a second probability \( P(\neg |M) \) determined in step 612 such that \( W_1 = \log n \left( \frac{P(\neg |M)}{P(\neg |U)} \right) \). This is done for each attribute prior to starting the iteration process described below.

Step 620 includes comparing and matching records using weights automatically generated thus far. In one embodiment, a subroutine implementing step 620 can include a software engine configured to perform the record comparison. Initially, the software engine utilizes the weights generated in step 614 to compare records within the file and calculate scores on each pair of records. As an example, a high score may mean that a matched set of records look alike and a low score may mean that they do not look alike.

Step 622 includes determining a new matched set. In one embodiment, a subroutine implementing step 622 is translatable to evaluate each attribute in process 600 and determine whether to update any probabilities associated therewith. To do so, an attribute under evaluation is removed from consideration in the determination of matched pairs. For example, suppose the probability of SSN is under evaluation, SSN is taken or left out of the mix (e.g., by setting the weight of SSN to zero) when determining a matched set. This takes the bias out when computing the probability of SSN and is done separately for each attribute. In one embodiment, results are stored separately for each attribute. Thus, if desired, final scores can be calculated based on a specific attribute or attributes.

For records to be in a matched set, they have to at least meet a certain threshold value. In one embodiment, a very low threshold value (e.g., 6) is used to link the records. This allows a large number of candidates for comparison. According to embodiments of the invention, the thresholds can be completely configurable. For example, if data loaded in step 602 have many different attributes, the threshold could be set a little higher.

In one embodiment, for records to be in a matched set, they have to meet at least two thresholds. The first one pertains to the overall match score and the second one pertains to a percentage of a possible match. For example, suppose scoring record one ("R1") against itself results a 10. Thus, the most any record can score against R1 is 10. In order to be in the matched set, records would have to score above a certain threshold value (e.g., 6) and has to be a certain percentage (e.g., 95%) of a
possible score (e.g., 10). Setting the latter one high (e.g., 95% or more) can result almost identical pairs per attribute type.

[0094] As another example, suppose scoring record two ("R2") against itself results a 12. Thus, the most any record can score against R1 is 10 and the most any record can score against R2 is 12. Assume further that SSN of R1 has a score of 4 and SSN of R2 has a score of 3. In this example, SSN is representative of an attribute whose weight is reset to zero or otherwise removed from consideration:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum possible score per record</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum possible score with SSN removed</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0095] In the above example, the score associated with SSN is subtracted from the score of the record. Thus, with SSN removed from consideration, the best a record can score against R1 is 6 and the best a record can score against R2 is 9. When comparing without SSN, a record would need to have 95% of 6 in order to be in the matched set. Next, an attribute "Name" having a weight of 5 is subtracted out. Similarly, an attribute "address" having a weight of 6 is subtracted out. This generates a match score with each attribute removed and results a matched set which is unique to each attribute (e.g., a matched set which is unique to SSN is a set of records that have good agreement on everything except for SSN). That is, a new matched set for a particular attribute is calculated by eliminating that particular attribute from the consideration, calculating a new matched set for that attribute, and finding and removing errors. The other evidence (e.g., attributes) besides SSN would indicate whether these records are the same. The new matched set is then used for recalculating the discrepancy weights in step 624.

[0096] Step 624 includes determining the discrepancy probabilities for the new matched set. In one embodiment, a subroutine implementing step 624 is translatable to take the pairs in the matched set and calculate the probabilities of matching with respect to
each attribute (e.g., how many are exact matches, how many are one off, how many are two off, etc.). This is done for all attributes.

[0097] Step 626 includes calculating and creating a new set of weights based upon updates generated in step 622 and step 624. In one embodiment, a subroutine implementing step 626 is translatable to calculate the new weights based upon the unmatched probability tables and the newly updated discrepancy tables.

[0098] Step 630 includes testing for convergence with respect to a threshold. The above-described portion of process 600 automatically repeats from step 620 to step 630 until the weights converge to their final value (i.e., until the difference between new weights generated in step 626 and old weights used in step 620 are less than a predetermined amount). The method of automatic weight generation for probabilistic matching has been completed. Unlike the old rule-based approach, the score-based approach described above is a very robust way of generating weights and calculating a matched set.

[0099] In one embodiment, process 600 further includes step 640 for determining candidate thresholds for a real-time system based upon the newly generated sets of weights. In one embodiment, candidate thresholds include nominal auto-link threshold and clerical-review threshold. The former is related to false positives and the latter is related to false negatives. The newly generated sets of weights can be applied to find two candidate error rates, which specify the acceptable limits of false-positives and false-negatives (e.g., 1 in 100,000). As an example, in one embodiment, a software module can operate to establish the maximum number that each record can score for itself. Thus, if a second record somehow scores higher than the maximum number of a first record, it is a false-positive. In one embodiment, a person is allowed to review the candidate pairs and adjust if desired.

[0100] In one embodiment, process 600 further includes step 650 for creating tables for adaptive weighting. As an example, suppose data records in a database have been compared, matched up, and linked via process 600. The results of people actually reviewing the linking would be useful information to feed into process 600 and perhaps influence the determination on the matched and unmatched sets. Thus, in one embodiment, a software module implementing step 650 is translatable to record manual review results and then re-do the iterative estimation process using the same
set of data, incorporating the results from the manual review. This can further refine the accuracy and performance of the real-time system.

[0101] A data processing system implementing one embodiment of the method of automatic weight generation for probabilistic matching will now be described in detail. As one skilled in the art can appreciate, the system described below is meant to be exemplary and can be modified, altered, augmented, or otherwise implemented in various ways without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.

[0102] In one embodiment, the data processing system may allow a user to select anonymous values from a list generated by profiling the data. For example, for attributes like SSN, Phone Number, Zip code, and alternate ID, the anonymous values are determined by frequency. Values are marked as anonymous if their frequency is greater than a configurable multiplier of the average frequency. As a more specific example, if the average phone number occurs 1.2 times, then a value is flagged as anonymous if it has occurred more than $f_{\text{phone}} \times 1.2$ times.

[0103] In this example, a frequency is computed for each birth date and anonymous values are identified by comparing the frequency of the birth date to the average frequency of adjacent dates. In one embodiment, a software module may operate to, for each birth date, compute an average frequency for the 3 dates preceding the birth date, and the 3 dates that follow the birth date (i.e., if this date is either the first or the last, take the average of the 6 dates that follow or precede respectively). The software module may flag the birth data as anonymous if its frequency is greater than $f_{\text{bdate}} \times$ the average frequency. For names, the software module may compute the frequency of each name token and filter out the common first and last names using a list of names from, for example, the census department or other external list. After removing the common names, the software module may compute the average name frequency and flag any name as anonymous if its frequency is greater than $f_{\text{name}} \times$ average name frequency. In addition to the anonymous values that are identified by the frequency calculations, each attribute has a default list of anonymous values that can be modified by the user. For example, for Name the default list would contain "UNKNOWN", and for Phone Number the default list would contain "99999999". The final anonymous list can be reviewed and optionally modified by the user.

[0104] One embodiment of the data processing system comprises one or more computer readable media carrying computer-executable instructions translatable to:
1. Create the unmatched probability tables for all attributes involved in a comparison algorithm.

2. Set the default discrepancy weights for these attributes.

3. Calculate the weights based upon these tables.

4. Run the bulk cross-match.

5. Determine the matched set for recalculating the discrepancy weights.

6. Calculate the discrepancy probabilities.

7. Calculate the weights based upon the unmatched probability tables and the new discrepancy tables.

8. Tabulate the differences between the new weight table computed in step 7 and the prior table used in the bulk cross-match of step 4.

9. If this difference is larger then repeat beginning at step 4 with the new weight table.

10. Calculate nominal auto-link and clerical-review thresholds.

11. Create tables for adaptive weighting.

[0105] These steps can be implemented in a real-time system (e.g., an operational hub) in many ways. One example is described below with specific details for the purpose of illustration.

[0106] Creating tables for unmatched-set probabilities

[0107] Two methods can be used to calculate unmatched probabilities. Here, attribute frequency counts is used for name, gender, and e-mail address, and bootstrap sampling is used for SSN, address, phone, and alt-ID. The birth date comparison is a hybrid which uses both frequency (only for the year) and bootstrap sampling.

[0108] Before the unmatched tables can be created by bootstrap sampling, a large table of randomly selected member pairs would need to be created. This table may contain several million pairs (the number of bootstrap pairs may be a parameter, for example, "numboot", whose default value is 3 million). The only requirement is that the pairs point to different members (e.g., memrecno_k_1 <> memrecno_k_2 for all
pairs $k = 1, 2, ..., \text{numboot})$. An example of the table containing randomly selected member pairs is illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1: Bootstrap pairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>memrecno_1_1</th>
<th>memrecno_1_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>memrecno_2_1</td>
<td>memrecno_2_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memrecno_numboot_1</td>
<td>memrecno_numboot_2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bootstrap pairs may be saved for testing the weight generation process several times with the same random set. Otherwise, it is not necessary to save them. Various known storage schemes (e.g., floating point, integer, etc.) can be utilized to store tables disclosed herein. For clarity, some are listed as separate tables. However, they can be combined where appropriate.

**Default Discrepancy Probabilities**

The true discrepancy probabilities are calculated by iteration through the bulk cross-match. However, to start the process, a weight table is needed to perform the cross match. This table is created using the true unmatched probabilities along with a default set of discrepancy probabilities. If there is a prior weight table which is applicable to the particular data set, it may be used to start the process.

The default discrepancy tables are calculated analytically based upon an input “data quality” parameter. This parameter is called $q_d$ and is equal to 0.05 for normal data, 0.20 for bad data, and 0.01 for good data. The default should be 0.05 for normal data.

**Determining the Matched Set**

Based upon a bulk-cross match, all unique pairs are selected that score greater than a threshold $T_{\text{Jnat}}$ (e.g., 5 may be the default value). This is the candidate matched set. No link sets are formed. For each attribute used in comparison, a subset of this set is selected for calculating the discrepancy probabilities for that attribute. The selection of this subset is based upon the component scores from the comparison. Table 2 exemplifies information required for each pair in the candidate matched set:
Tabl θ 2: Detailed scoring information for each pair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison Attribute</th>
<th>Component Score</th>
<th>Member 1 Information</th>
<th>Member 2 Information</th>
<th>Auxiliary Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>s_n</td>
<td>i1_n</td>
<td>i2_n</td>
<td>Num exact match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Num phonetic match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Num initial match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tokens compared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>s_s</td>
<td>i1_s</td>
<td>i2_s</td>
<td>Edit distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth date</td>
<td>s_b</td>
<td>i1_b</td>
<td>i2_b</td>
<td>Edit distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address/phone</td>
<td>s_a</td>
<td>i1_a</td>
<td>i2_a</td>
<td>Addr edit dist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>s_g</td>
<td>i1_g</td>
<td>i2_g</td>
<td>Phone edit dist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-mail</td>
<td>s_e</td>
<td>i1_e</td>
<td>i2_e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>i1</td>
<td>i2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[01 15] Here, s is the total score comparing member 1 to member 2 and is the sum of the component scores:

\[ s = s_n + s_s + s_b + s_a + s_jg + s_e \]

[01 16] The amount of "information" for the members is obtained by scoring the member against itself. For member 1, i1 is the total score comparing it to itself, and i2 is the score obtained by comparing member 2 to itself. The components for these information scores are also needed. This auxiliary information provides details on the comparison between the two members. These details are also needed for calculating the discrepancy probabilities.

[01 17] For each of the sections below, a subset of the matched set is selected for attributes discrepancy calculations. The selection of the subset is made in a manner to ensure that the attribute in question does not impact the selection. That is, these are attribute-specific subsets. As an example, to get the name subset, only pairs whose normalized score without name is large are selected, thus generating an unbiased set. The normalization used is the smallest information for the two members. For example,

\[ \text{snorm}_n = \frac{\text{s} - \text{s_n}}{\min(\text{M - i1_n}, \text{i2 - i2_n})} \]

is greater than a threshold \( T_{\text{norm}} \) (with an exemplary default of 0.95) and \( s - s_n \) is greater than \( T_{\text{absolute}} \) (with an exemplary default value of 4)

as the name subset of the matched set which is used in the discrepancy probability calculations for name.
Similarly,

\[ \text{snorm}_s = \frac{(s-s_s)}{\min(\ (i1 - i1_s), \ (i2 - i2_s) \ )} \]

is the normalized score for SSN computations, and the SSN subset of the matched set is all pairs where \( \text{snorm}_s \) is greater than \( T_{\text{norm}} \) and \( s - s_s \) is greater than \( T_{\text{absolute}} \).

The weight computation may use the name matched set for attribute suffix.

**Weight Calculation**

Information from the unmatched set probabilities and the matched set probabilities are combined to form the actual weights. Examples of weight calculation will be described in more details below with respect to various exemplary data types.

**Convergence**

In estimating weights, the process iterates though successive bulk cross-matches until the weights converge to their final value. With this exemplary system, the weights convergence takes at most three iterations. After each iteration, the difference between the weight table just computed (the new one) and the one used to begin the iteration (the old one) is computed. It is not necessary to look at all the weights as they may not all be affected by change(s) in calculation. Table 3 exemplifies the information collected by the system for each attribute. As an example, for convergence, the difference in the second column ("Value") of Table 3 should be less than a predetermined amount (e.g., parameter conv_tol with a default = 0.2) for all rows.

### Table 3: Weight comparison detail

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name</strong></td>
<td>Between the two weight tables (old and new), calculate the absolute value of the difference on the 1) the disagreement weights, 2) the default name weight, and 3) the default phonetic weight. Calculate the maximum of these three differences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SSN</strong></td>
<td>Calculate the absolute value of the difference between the two weight tables (10 values). Take the maximum of these differences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Birth date</strong></td>
<td>Calculate the absolute value of the difference between the mismatch weights for each weight table. Take the maximum of these differences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Threshold Calculation

After the weights are established by an embodiment of the automatic weight generation process described above, candidate thresholds can then be calculated for the real-time system (e.g., an operational hub). A user of the real-time system can start with these candidate thresholds, review tasks and linkages of data records using these candidate thresholds, and determine the final thresholds for the system.

As mentioned above, at least two types of candidate thresholds can be generated according to one embodiment of the invention: auto-link threshold and clerical-review threshold. The candidate auto-link threshold defines file size and allowable false-positive rate. For example, let fpr be the allowable false-positive rate (e.g., default value 10^(1-5)), and num be the number of records in the dataset. Then the candidate auto-link threshold is

\[
\text{thresh\_al} = - \ln[ -\ln(1-fpr) / \text{num} ] / \ln(10)
\]

where \( \ln \) is the natural (base e) logarithm.

The candidate clerical-review threshold is set based upon the desired false-negative rate. Let fnr be the desired value (e.g., if it is desired to have 95% of the duplicates to score above the clerical-review threshold, set the default to be 0.05). This value depends upon the weights calculated for matching, the fraction of the time each attribute has a valid value, and the distribution of those values. A simple bootstrap procedure can be used to determine the empirical distribution of matched-set scores and calculate the clerical-review threshold from this distribution.

For this bootstrap, the system generates a list of random members, calculates the information for each member, and forms an empirical distribution from this sample.
The bootstrap procedure comprises selecting number random members, with potential redundancy, in the database. A portion of the bootstrap pairs created earlier can be reused (see Table 1: Bootstrap pairs, first column, memrecno_1, memrecno_2, ..., memrecno_numebt). Each member is scored against itself (i.e., compute the information for the member - see the Determining the Matched Set section above). Let s_1, s_2, ..., s_numebt be the scores thus generated, s_min be the minimum of these scores, and s_max be the maximum of these scores. A table can then be created from s_min to s_max, incrementing by 0.1, to bin the scores. Table 4 below exemplifies this score distribution table, which can have

\[ n = \frac{(s_{\text{max}} - s_{\text{min}})}{0.1} \] rows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s_{\text{min}}</td>
<td>c_1 = \text{number of } s_j \text{ equal to } s_{\text{min}}</td>
<td>f_1 = c_1 / \text{numebt}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_{\text{min}} + 0.1</td>
<td>c_2 = \text{number of } s_j \text{ equal to } s_{\text{min}} + 0.1</td>
<td>f_2 = c_2 / \text{numebt}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_{\text{min}} + 0.2</td>
<td>c_3 = \text{number of } s_j \text{ equal to } s_{\text{min}} + 0.2</td>
<td>f_3 = c_3 / \text{numebt}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_{\text{max}}</td>
<td>c_n = \text{number of } s_j \text{ equal to } s_{\text{max}}</td>
<td>f_n = c_n / \text{numebt}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, let j be the first index such that

\[ f_1 + f_2 + ... + f_j > \text{fnr} \]

then the candidate clerical-review threshold is

\[ \text{thresh}_{\text{cl}} = s_{\text{min}} + (j - 1) \times 0.1 \]

Adaptive update tables

The adaptive update tables are populated during run time of the real-time system (e.g., an operational hub). They contain information on matched pairs and
unmatched pairs which have been manually flagged by a user during previous review session(s). As described above, the results of people actually reviewing the linking would be useful information to feed into the automatic weight generation process and perhaps influence the determination on the matched and unmatched sets. In this example, the real-time system may record manual review results and run the iterative estimation process from step 4 to step 9 using the same set of data and incorporating the results from the manual review. This can further refine the accuracy and performance of the real-time system.

[0132] Embodiments of the invention disclosed herein can be implemented to adapt to a variety of data types. Some examples are provided below for the purpose of illustration.

[0133] 1. PXNM Name Data Type

[0134] 1.1 Unmatched-set Probabilities

[0135] There are three unmatched tables for name which correspond to the three weight tables: exact match, phonetic match, and initial match. These are all based upon the name tokens without regard to position (first, last, middle). Select all name tokens (including those of length 1 character) from compd. Say there are nt total unique tokens. Create a temporary frequency table which looks like:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tok_1</th>
<th>p_1=count_1/tottok</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tok_2</td>
<td>p_2=count_2/tottok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tok_nt</td>
<td>p_nt=count_nt/tottok</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0136] Where tokj are the unique name tokens and countj is the number of times the particular token appears. Note the system counts tokens, not members. Thus, if a member has the name JOE JOE SMITH, it counts two JOE tokens and one SMITH token. The system also determines the number of tokens, tottok = count_1 + count_2 + ... + count_nt. This table may be ordered by decreasing frequency so that P-J ≥ P_2 ≥ P_3 ≥ ... ≥ p_nt.
The unmatched table used to create the exact-match weights is generated from the exact table, which is exemplified in Table 6 below. Not all tokens are put into the exact table. Only the most common ones are used and the rest is assigned a default value. The table cutoff length can be specified in a couple of ways, one of which is by cumulative frequency. For example, suppose it is desired that the table covers a certain percentage (e.g., 80%) of the name tokens, the system may set a "cut percent" parameter with a default value of 0.8. To find the table length, first find the first index k such that

\[ p_1 + p_2 + p_3 + \ldots + p_k > \text{cut percent} \, . \]

Then the weight table will contain name tokens tok_1, tok_2, tok_3, ..., tok_k only and the exact table for the unmatched probabilities finally looks like Table 6. At this point, after truncation, the order of the tokens is immaterial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Unmatched Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tok_1</td>
<td>p_1</td>
<td>(p_1)^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tok_2</td>
<td>p_2</td>
<td>(p_2)^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tok_k</td>
<td>p_k</td>
<td>(p_k)^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>p_k+1 + p_k+2 + p_k+3 + ... + p_nt</td>
<td>(p_k+1)^2 + (p_k+2)^2 + (p_k+3)^2 + ... + (p_nt)^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The phonetic weight table is derived from the name token frequency table (see Table 5: Name token frequency table). Calculate the phonetic code for all name tokens tok_1, tok_2, ..., tok_nt with length greater than 1 character (i.e., non-initials). Say the result of this are phtok_1, phtok_2, ..., phtok_pnt. The frequencies and unmatched probabilities for these tokens are calculated from the frequencies of the name tokens which generate the same phonetic code.

Say that phtok_k is the code for name tokens tok_k_1, tok_k_2, ... tok_k_nk (that is there are nk name tokens which have this phonetic code). Then the probability of this phonetic token is the sum of the probabilities for the individual name tokens, so

\[ \text{php}_k = p_k_1 + p_k_2 + p_k_3 + \ldots + p_k_{nk} \]
and the unmatched probability is

\[ \text{uphp}_k = (\text{php}_k)^2 - ((\text{p}_{k_1})^2 + (\text{p}_{k_2})^2 + \ldots + (\text{p}_{k_nk})^2) \]

[0141] The phonetic probabilities cannot be used directly in the weighting because they do not take into account the spread of names which form the phonetic group. To account for this, a spread function is used:

\[ \text{phs}_k = -\left( \ln\left(\frac{\text{p}_{k_1}}{\text{php}_k}\right) * \text{p}_{k_1} + \ln\left(\frac{\text{p}_{k_2}}{\text{php}_k}\right) * \text{p}_{k_2} + \ldots + \ln\left(\frac{\text{p}_{k_nk}}{\text{php}_k}\right) * \text{p}_{k_nk}\right) / \text{php}_k \]

[0142] Here \( \ln \) is the natural (base e) logarithm. As an example, if the phonetic group only contains one name token, the spread function is 0. In the other direction, if the phonetic group contains 10 distinct name tokens which are equally likely (i.e., \( p_{n_k} = 1/10 \)) then the spread function returns 2.302 (which is \( \ln(10) \)).

[0143] Now, sum the product of the spread and the probabilities overall phonetic codes,

\[ \text{phnorm} = \text{php}_1 * \text{phs}_1 + \text{php}_2 * \text{phs}_2 + \ldots + \text{php}_npt * \text{phs}_npt \]

and create the normalized frequencies for the phonetic groups as

\[ \text{phnp}_k = \frac{\text{php}_k * \text{phs}_k}{\text{phnorm}} \]

[0144] Table 7 below exemplifies the table of phonetic codes and probabilities sorted by frequency in descending order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Unmatched Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phtok_1</td>
<td>phnp_1</td>
<td>uphp_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phtok_2</td>
<td>phnp_2</td>
<td>uphp_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phtok_npt</td>
<td>phnp_npt</td>
<td>uphp_npt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where \( \text{phnp}_1 \geq \text{phnp}_2 \geq \ldots \geq \text{phnp}_npt \).

[0145] The cut percentage technique described above can be applied to the phonetic name table as well. First, find the first index \( j \) so that:

\[ \text{phnp}_1 + \text{phnp}_2 + \text{phnp}_3 + \ldots + \text{phnp}_j > \text{cutpercent} \]
Table 8 exemplifies the final phonetic table. Again, after truncation, the order of the tokens is immaterial.

Table 8: Unmatched probabilities for phonetic name match

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Unmatched Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phtok_1</td>
<td>phnp_1</td>
<td>uphp_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phtok_2</td>
<td>phnp_2</td>
<td>uphp_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phtok_j</td>
<td>phnp_j</td>
<td>uphp_j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>phnp_j+1 + phnp_j+2 + ... + phnp_npt</td>
<td>uphp_j+1 + uphp_j+2 + ... + uphp_npt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial table is used to match single character tokens to multi-character tokens only. Exact match of a single character token to another single character token is handled in the exact table. The initial table uses frequencies from the single character tokens along with the distribution of the first character of the name tokens. From the name frequency table (see Table 5: Name token frequency table), get the frequencies of the single character tokens in compd and generates a table like the following:

Table 9: Initial token frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>l_1</th>
<th>ip_1=dlfr( count_l_1 ) / totinit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>l_2</td>
<td>ip_2=dlfr( count_l_2 ) / totinit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_n</td>
<td>ip_n=dlfr( count_l_n ) / totinit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where count_l_k is the number of times the single character l_k appears, etc. Here totinit = dlfr( count_l_1 ) + dlfr( count_l_2 ) + dlfr( count_l_3 ) + ... + dlfr( count_l_n ) is the total number of single character tokens.

Now calculate the distribution of the first characters of all the name tokens whose length is greater than 1. Say that tokens tok_M_1, tok_l_1_2, tok_l_1_3, ... tok_l_1_m are all the tokens with length greater than 1 that begin with the character M, then set
Similarly, calculate \( fcp_j \), \( fcp_j \) for the remaining initials. If for any \( j \), \( fcp_j \) is zero, replace it with \( ip_j \) (which is not zero since the floor function was applied to the initial counts). Most of the edit distance estimates require a floor on the distribution to keep the numbers away from zero. An exemplary floor function \( dffr(x) \) may take the form of \( dffr(x) = \max(x, 10) \).

As with the names, sort the tokens by decreasing frequency and find the first \( j \) such that

\[
> PJ_1 + ip_j_2 + ip_j_3 + \ldots + ip_j_n > \text{cutpercent}. 
\]

Then, the initial table looks like Table 10 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Unmatched Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( ip_j_1 )</td>
<td>( ip_j_1 )</td>
<td>( ip_j_1 * fcp_j_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ip_j_2 )</td>
<td>( ip_j_2 )</td>
<td>( ip_j_2 * fcp_j_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ip_j_j )</td>
<td>( ip_j_j )</td>
<td>( ip_j_j * fcp_j_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that while Table 10 has a cutoff, in most English applications there will not be a default weight and the table will have length 26. Applications implemented in other languages such as Japanese, Chinese, and so on may have a default weight and/or different cutoffs.

1.2 Default Discrepancy Probabilities

The three default discrepancy name probabilities are given in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Matched Probability (Default)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name-exact</td>
<td>( dnp1 = 1 - (2 * q_d) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
q_d is the data quality parameter as described above.

1.3 Discrepancy Probabilities

These counts are obtained from the name subset of the matched set. For each pair, collect the number of tokens that match exactly (ct1_k), the number that match on phonetic (ct2_k), the number that match on initials-to-name (ct3_k), and the number of tokens compared for this pair (nt_k).

Then, accumulate these counts across all pairs in the name subset such that:

- \( ct\text{\_exact} = ct1\text{\_1} + ct1\text{\_2} + ct1\text{\_3} + \ldots + ct1\text{\_numnm} \)
- \( ct\text{\_phonetic} = ct2\text{\_1} + ct2\text{\_2} + ct2\text{\_3} + \ldots + ct2\text{\_numnm} \)
- \( ct\text{\_initial} = ct3\text{\_1} + ct3\text{\_2} + ct3\text{\_3} + \ldots + ct3\text{\_numnm} \)
- \( num\text{\_comp} = nt\text{\_1} + nt\text{\_2} + nt\text{\_3} + \ldots + nt\text{\_numnm} \)

where \( \text{numnm} \) is the number of pairs in the name subset. The discrepancy table then looks like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Matched Probability</th>
<th>Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name - exact</td>
<td>( dnp1=(ct\text{_exact})/num\text{_comp} )</td>
<td>( num\text{_comp} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name - phonetic</td>
<td>( dnp2=(ct\text{_phonetic})/(num\text{_comp} - ct\text{_exact}) )</td>
<td>( (num\text{_comp} - ct\text{_exact}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name - initial</td>
<td>( dnp3=(ct\text{_initial})/(num\text{_comp} - ct\text{_exact}) )</td>
<td>( (num\text{_comp} - ct\text{_exact}) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the count field does need to be retained for the initial weight computation iteration. However, when the initial weight run finishes, these counts can be retained for the adaptive weighting updates described above.

1.4 Weight Calculation

1.4.1 Exact match weights

In Table 6, a weight for each token is created (see Table 6: Unmatched probabilities for exact name match), including the default weight. Each row from that table has the token in the first column, a probability value (p1) for that token in the second
column and an unmatched probability value (p2) for that token in the third column. Table 8: Unmatched probabilities for phonetic name match (for the first cross-match, use the discrepancy values from Table 11: Default name discrepancy probabilities) contains the name-exact probability (dnp1). Thus, the weight for this token is

\[ \text{wt} = \log\left( \frac{\text{dnp1} \times p_1}{p_2} \right) . \]

Do this for each row of Table 6: Unmatched probabilities for exact name match.

1.4.2 Phonetic match weights

Phonetic match weights are calculated in the same manner. For each row in Table 7: Phonetic token frequency, including the default phonetic weight, there are a probability value (pp1) and an unmatched probability value (pp2). Table 8: Unmatched probabilities for phonetic name match (for the first cross-match, use the discrepancy values from Table 11: Default name discrepancy probabilities) has the name-phonetic matched probability (dnp2) and the weight is given by

\[ \text{wt} = \log\left( \frac{\text{dnp2} \times pp_1}{pp_2} \right) . \]

Do this for each row of Table 7: Phonetic token frequency.

1.4.3 Initial match weights

Initial matched weights are calculated using the values in Table 9: Initial token frequency. Table 9 has a probability in the second column of the table (ip1) and an unmatched probability in the third column (ip2) for each initial. The name-initial matched probability is dnp3 from Table 8: Unmatched probabilities for phonetic name match (for the first cross-match, use the discrepancy values from Table 8: Unmatched probabilities for phonetic name match). The initial match weight is

\[ \text{wt} = \log\left( \frac{\text{dnp3} \times ip_1}{ip_2} \right) . \]

1.4.4 Disagreement weight

The name disagreement weight has two components. The first component is derived from the matched set probabilities in Table 8: Unmatched probabilities for phonetic name match (for the first cross-match, use the discrepancy values from Table 11: Default name discrepancy probabilities). Set

\[ p_m = 1 - (d \pi p_1 + dnp2 \times (1 - dnp1) + dnp3 \times (1 - dnp1)). \]
The second component is obtained by summing the entries in the third columns of Table 6: Unmatched probabilities for exact name match, Table 7: Phonetic token frequency, and Table 8: Unmatched probabilities for phonetic name match. Let $p_{u1}$ be the sum of the third column (the unmatched probability column) from Table 6: Unmatched probabilities for exact name match $p_{u2}$ be the sum of the third column from Table Table 1: Bootstrap pairs, and $p_{u3}$ be the sum of the third column from Table 9: Initial token frequency. Then the second component of the disagreement weight is

$$ p_u = 1 - (p_{u1} + (1 - p_{u1}) \cdot (p_{u2} + p_{u3})) $$

The name disagreement weight is

$$ wt = \log\left(\frac{p_m}{p_u}\right). $$

2. QXNM Name Data Type

2.1 Token Table

Select all name tokens (including those of length 1 character) from compd. Say there are $nt$ total unique tokens. Create a temporary frequency table which looks like:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tok_1</th>
<th>p_1=count_1/tottok</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tok_2</td>
<td>p_2=count_2/tottok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tok_nt</td>
<td>p_nt=count_nt/tottok</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where $tok_j$ are the unique name tokens, and $count_j$ is the number of times the particular token appears. Note the system is counting tokens, not members. Thus, if a member has the name JOE JOE SMITH, the system would count this as two JOE tokens and one SMITH token. The system also counts the number of tokens, $tottok = count_1 + count_2 + ... + count_nt$. This table can be ordered by decreasing frequency so that $p_1 \geq p_2 \geq p_3 \geq ... \geq p_nt$.

The unmatched table used to create the exact-match weights is generated from Table 14: Unmatched probabilities for exact name match. Not all tokens are put into the weight table, but rather only the most common ones are used in the table. The rest is assigned a default value. The table cutoff can be specified in many ways, including by cumulative frequency. For example, suppose it is desired for the table
to cover a certain percentage (e.g., 35%) of the name tokens, call this value cut
percent. It should be a parameter (e.g., "cutpercent") with a default value (e.g.,
0.35). To find the table length, find the first index \( k \) such that
\[ p_1 + p_2 + p_3 + \ldots + p_k > \text{cutpercent}. \]

Then the weight table will contain name tokens \( \text{tok}_1, \text{tok}_2, \text{tok}_3, \ldots, \text{tok}_k \) only
and the exact table for the unmatched probabilities finally looks like Table 14 below.
At this point, after truncation, the order of the tokens is immaterial.

Table 14: Unmatched probabilities for exact name match

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Unmatched Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{tok}_1 )</td>
<td>( p_1 )</td>
<td>( (p_1)^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{tok}_2 )</td>
<td>( p_2 )</td>
<td>( (p_2)^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{tok}_k )</td>
<td>( p_k )</td>
<td>( (p_k)^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>( p_{k+1} + p_{k+2} + p_{k+3} + \ldots + p_{\text{nt}} )</td>
<td>( (p_{k+1})^2 + (p_{k+2})^2 + (p_{k+3})^2 + \ldots + (p_{\text{nt}})^2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Unmatched Disagreement Probabilities

To calculate unmatched disagreement probabilities, generate a set of random pairs,
compare the names, and accumulate counts for each comparison result. Examples:

- \( \text{J: BARRY: ADAMS} \) compared to \( \text{JOHN: ADAMS} \) would yield one initial match, one
  exact match and two possible matches.
- \( \text{FRED: MICHAEL: SMITH} \) compared to \( \text{JOHN: M: JONES} \) would yield one initial
  match, and three possible matches.

As shown in Table 15: Name discrepancy, different comparison functions are used to
calculate unmatched probabilities for different type of names.

Table 15: Name discrepancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Unmatched Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name - exact</td>
<td>( \text{up_exact} = \frac{\text{unm_e}}{\text{unm_total}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name - phonetic</td>
<td>( \text{up_phonetic} = \frac{\text{unm_p}}{\text{unm_total}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following variables are used in Table 15: Name discrepancy:

- the number of tokens that match exactly (unm_e),
- the number whose original names match phonetically and don't match exactly (unm_p),
- the number that match via the nickname table with no phonetic mapping and don't match by any of the above criteria (unm_n),
- the number that match via the nickname table with phonetic matching and don't match by any of the above criteria (unm_np),
- the number that are within 20% via edit distance and that don't match by any of the above criteria (unm_ed),
- the number the number that match on initials-to-name and don't match by any of the above criteria (unm_i), and
- the number possible matches (or the least number tokens in the two strings) unmr_total.

2.3 Matched Probabilities

These counts are obtained from the name subset of the matched set. For each pair, collect:

- the number of tokens that match exactly (mat_e_k),
- the number whose original names match phonetically and don't match exactly (mat_p_k),
the number that match via the nickname table with no phonetic mapping and don't match by any of the above criteria (mat_n_k),

- the number that match via the nickname table with phonetic matching and don't match by any of the above criteria (mat_np_k),

- the number that are within 20% via edit distance and that don't match by any of the above criteria (mat_ed_k),

- the number that match on initials-to-name (mat_i_k), and

- the number of possible matches for this pair (mat_nt_k).

Then, accumulate these counts across all pairs in the name subset. This is shown in Table 16 below.

Table 16: Name discrepancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Matched Probability</th>
<th>Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name - exact</td>
<td>$mp_{\text{exact}} = \text{mat}<em>e / \text{mat}</em>\text{total}$</td>
<td>matched_numcomp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name - phonetic</td>
<td>$mp_{\text{phonetic}} = \text{mat}<em>p / \text{mat}</em>\text{total}$</td>
<td>matched_phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name - nickname</td>
<td>$mp_{\text{nickname}} = \text{mat}<em>n / \text{mat}</em>\text{total}$</td>
<td>Matched_nickname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name - NickPhone</td>
<td>$mp_{\text{nickphone}} = \text{mat}<em>\text{np} / \text{mat}</em>\text{total}$</td>
<td>Matched_nickphone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name - EditDist</td>
<td>$mp_{\text{editDist}} = \text{mat}<em>\text{ed} / \text{mat}</em>\text{total}$</td>
<td>Matched_editDist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name - Initial</td>
<td>$mp_{\text{initial}} = \text{mat}<em>i / \text{mat}</em>\text{total}$</td>
<td>matched_init</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagreement</td>
<td>$mp_{\text{disagreement}} = (\text{mat}_\text{total} - (\text{mat}<em>e + \text{mat}<em>p + \text{mat}</em>\text{np} + \text{mat}</em>\text{ed} + \text{mat}<em>i)) / \text{mat}</em>\text{total}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The count field does need to be retained for the initial weight computation iteration. When the initial weight run finishes, these counts can be retained for the adaptive weighting updates.

2.4 Weight Calculation

2.4.1 Exact match weights

A weight is created for each token in Table 14: Unmatched probabilities for exact name match, including the default weight. Each row from Table 14 has the token in the first column, a probability value ($p_1$) for that token in the second column and an
unmatched probability value (p2) for that token in the third column. Table 16: Name discrepancy contains the name-exact probability (dnp1). Thus, the weight for this token is

$$\text{wt} = \log (\text{mp\_exact} * \frac{p1}{p2})$$

Do this for each row of Table 14: Unmatched probabilities for exact name match.

2.4.2 Penalties

The penalties are computed using the probabilities computed in sections 2.2 Unmatched Disagreement Probabilities and 2.3 Matched Probabilities. Table 17 below shows how to compute the penalties. In these formulas, the marginal exact match weight is used:

$$\text{Marginal\_Exact} = \log 10(\text{mp\_exact}/\text{up\_exact})$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phonetic Match Penalty</td>
<td>Marginal_Exact = log10(\text{mp_phonetic}/\text{up_phonetic})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickname Match Penalty</td>
<td>Marginal_Exact = log10(\text{mp_nickname}/\text{up_nickname})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickname-Phonetic Match Penalty</td>
<td>Marginal_Exact = log10(\text{mp_nickname}/\text{up_nickname})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit Distance Penalty</td>
<td>Marginal_Exact = log10(\text{mp_editDist}/\text{up_editDist})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial to Non-Initial Match Penalty</td>
<td>Marginal_Exact = log10(\text{mp_init}/\text{up_init})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.3 Disagreement weight

The token disagreement weight is computed using the formula:

$$\text{Token Disagreement} = \log 10(\text{mp\_disagreement}/\text{up\_disagreement})$$

3. SSN Data Type

3.1 Unmatched-set Probabilities
The SSN comparison uses edit distance, and the unmatched probability tables are generated using the random pair samples stored in Table . For this discussion, assume the un-normalized Levenshtein edit distance. This distance function returns an integer value between 0 (exact match) and 9. For each of the member pairs in the table, extract the two SSNs from the appropriate compd records and compare them using the edit distance. If either member does not have an SSN, then the pair is ignored. If the members have multiple values, create all possible comparisons. These edit distance outcomes are tabulated for all pairs in the table. The result is a table like the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edit Distance</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \text{dflr}(\text{count}_0) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \text{dflr}(\text{count}_1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>( \text{dflr}(\text{count}_9) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where \( \text{count}_j \) is the number of pairs whose SSN edit distance is \( j \). The function \( \text{dflr}(x) \) is the floor on the counts described above. The values are normalized by \( \text{totcount} = \text{dflr}(\text{count}_0) + \text{dflr}(\text{count}_1) + ... + \text{dflr}(\text{count}_9) \).

This creates a table like the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edit Distance</th>
<th>Unmatched probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \text{dflr}(\text{count}_0) / \text{totcount} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \text{dflr}(\text{count}_1) / \text{totcount} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>( \text{dflr}(\text{count}_9) / \text{totcount} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table is then saved. This same process is used for \( \text{alt}_j \)d (i.e. any single attribute which is compared using edit distance) as well.

3.2 Default Discrepancy Probabilities
3.2.1 1-dimensional Edit Distance

The default discrepancy probabilities for 1-dimensional edit distance tables (e.g., SSN, birth date), are calculated analytically based upon data quality (q_d) and the length of the table (n). Suppose the table has entries for edit distances 0, 1, 2, ..., n-1. The default discrepancy probability for edit distance k is

\[ w_{tn,k} = (1 - q_d) \times (0.2^k) \times \frac{0.8}{(1 - 0.2^n)} + \frac{q_d}{n} \]

An example of an SSN table where q_d=0.05 and n = 10 is shown below.

Table 20: Default 1-dimensional discrepancy table example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edit Distance</th>
<th>Matched Probability (Default)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Discrepancy Probabilities

The SSN comparison uses edit distance, and the matched probability tables are generated from calculating this edit distance on the SSN subset of the matched set. The un-normalized Levenshtein edit distance returns an integer value between 0 (exact match) and 9. For each of the member pairs in the subset, extract the two SSNs and compare them using the edit distance. If either member does not have an SSN, then the pair is ignored. If the members have multiple values, create all possible comparisons but only take the best (i.e., the one with the lowest score). These edit distance outcomes are tabulated for all pairs in a table as shown below:

Table 21: SSN discrepancy table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edit Distance</th>
<th>Matched Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>df(\text{count}_0) / \text{totcount}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here, count\_j is the number of pairs from the SSN subset of the matched set whose edit distance score is j, dflr(x) is the floor function, and

totcount = dflr( count\_0 ) + dflr( count\_1 ) + dflr( count\_2 ) + ... + dflr( count\_9 ).

[0199] 3.4 Weight Calculation

[0200] Pure edit-distance weights include weights for SSN, Alt-ID, and address/phone. Here, the weight is the log (base 10) of the ratio of the matched set probability divided by the unmatched set probability. As an example, to calculate the weight associated with an SSN edit distance of 0, take the matched probability (p\_m) from Table 21: SSN discrepancy table (for the first cross match, use Table 20: Default 1-dimensional discrepancy table example) for the row corresponding to 0 and the unmatched probability from Table 19: Unmatched probabilities for SSN edit distance for the row corresponding to 0 (call it p\_u) then the weight for 0 is log( p\_m / p\_u ).

[0201] 4. Birth date Data Type

[0202] 4.1 Unmatched-set Probabilities

[0203] Birth date matching is a hybrid comparison using both frequency and edit distance described above. Thus, two tables are required.

[0204] First, a frequency table is created for birth year only. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>year_ny</th>
<th>yp_ny=count_ny/totyrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>year_2</td>
<td>yp_2=count_2/totyrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year_1</td>
<td>yp_1=count_1/totyrs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Where countj is the number of times yearj appears in a birth date. The table is ordered by decreasing frequency so yp_1 ≥ yp_2 ≥ ... ≥ yp_ny. To truncate this table, find the first index k such that yp_1 + yp_2 + yp_3 + ... + yp_k > cutoff.

[0205] Then the year frequency table is given by (store this table sorted by year with the default value at the top of the list):

Table 23: Unmatched probabilities for birth year match

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Unmatched Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>year_1</td>
<td>yp_1</td>
<td>(yp_1)^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year_2</td>
<td>yp_2</td>
<td>(yp_2)^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year_k</td>
<td>yp_k</td>
<td>(yp_k)^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>yp_k+1 + yp_k+2 + yp_k+3 + ... + yp_ny</td>
<td>(yp_k+1)^2 + (yp_k+2)^2 + (yp_k+3)^2 + ... + (yp_ny)^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0206] Then, an edit distance table is created for birth date. This works exactly like the SSN example above. For each of the member pairs in the table, extract the two birth dates from the appropriate compds and compare them using the edit distance. If either member does not have a birth date, then the pair is ignored. These edit distance (un-normalized Levenshtein distance) outcomes are tabulated for all pairs in the table. The result is a table like the following

Table 24: Birth year unmatched counts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edit Distance</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>dfIr( count_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dfIr( count_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dfIr( count_8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where countj is the number of pairs whose birth date edit distance is j. The values are normalized by
totcount = dflr( count_0) + dflr( count_1) + ... + dflr( count_8)).

This results a table, which is saved, that looks like the following:

Table 25: Unmatched probabilities for birth date edit distance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edit Distance</th>
<th>Unmatched probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>dflr( count_0) / totcount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dflr( count_1) / totcount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dflr( count_8) / totcount</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Default Discrepancy Probabilities

4.2.1 1-dimensional Edit Distance

The default discrepancy probabilities for 1-dimensional edit distance tables (e.g. SSN, birth date), are calculated analytically based upon q (as above) and the length of the table n (so the table has entries for edit distances 0, 1, 2, ..., n-1). The default discrepancy probability for edit distance k is

\[ \text{wtn}_k = (1 - q) \times (0.2^k) \times 0.8 / (1 - 0.2^n) + q / n . \]

An example of a birth date table where q_d = 0.05 and n = 9 is shown below.

Table 26: Default 1-dimensional discrepancy table example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edit Distance</th>
<th>Matched Probability (Default)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Discrepancy Probabilities
The birth date comparison uses edit distance, and the matched probability tables are generated from calculating this edit distance on the birth date subset of the matched set. This is the same process used for SSN. The un-normalized Levenshtein edit distance returns an integer value between 0 (exact match) and 8. For each of the member pairs in the subset, extract the two birth dates and compare them using the edit distance. If either member does not have a birth date, then the pair is ignored. If the members have multiple values, create all possible comparisons but only take the best (i.e., the one with the lowest score). These edit distance outcomes are tabulated for all pairs in the table. The discrepancy table for birth date looks like the following:

Table 27: Birth date discrepancy table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edit Distance</th>
<th>Matched Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \text{dflr}(\text{count}_0)/\text{totcount} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \text{dflr}(\text{count}_1)/\text{totcount} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>( \text{dflr}(\text{count}_8)/\text{totcount} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, \( \text{count}_j \) is the number of pairs from the birth date subset of the matched set whose edit distance score is \( j \), \( \text{dflr}(x) \) is the floor function, and

\[
\text{totcount} = \text{dflr}(\text{count}_0) + \text{dflr}(\text{count}_1) + \ldots + \text{dflr}(\text{count}_8).
\]

4.4 Weight Calculation

The birth date weight table has two parts. The first component of the birth date weights is an edit-distance table for edit distances of 1, 2, or 3. The edit-distance table has an entry for 0 edit distance, but it is set to zero - when the birth dates match exactly, the weight is obtained from the birth year table. These weights are generated from the unmatched probability table, Table 25: Unmatched probabilities for birth date edit distance, and the matched probability table, Table 27: Birth date discrepancy table (or Table 25: Unmatched probabilities for birth date edit distance for the first cross match). Each of these has an entry for edit distances 0 through 8. Let \( p_u_0, p_u_1, \ldots, p_u_8 \) denote these values from Table 25: Unmatched
probabilities for birth date edit distance, and \( p_{m_0}, p_{m_1}, \ldots, p_{m_8} \) denote those from Table 27: Birth date discrepancy table. Then the weights for edit distances 1, 2, and 3 are given by:

\[
wt_1 = \log\left( \frac{p_{m_1}}{p_{u_1}} \right);
\]

\[
wt_2 = \log\left( \frac{p_{m_2}}{p_{u_2}} \right); \text{ and}
\]

\[
wt_3 = \log\left( \frac{p_{m_3} + p_{m_4} + \ldots + p_{m_8}}{p_{u_3} + p_{u_4} + \ldots + p_{u_8}} \right).
\]

[021 6] The second component of the birth date weights is the year weight table which is derived from the data in Table 23: Unmatched probabilities for birth year match. A weight is created for each year in this table, including the default year, using the probability value \( (p_1) \) from column 2 and the unmatched probability value \( (p_2) \) from column 3. Then the weight associated with this year token is

\[
wt = \log\left( \frac{p_{m_0} \times p_1 \times 365}{p_2} \right).
\]

Do this for each row in Table 23: Unmatched probabilities for birth year match.

[021 7] 5. Address by Phone Data Type

[021 8] 5.1 Unmatched-set Probabilities

[021 9] The address and phone unmatched probability table is created using sampling similar to the SSN table. One difference is that a two-dimensional table is generated here, which adds some complications. Any pair can have both an address distance and a phone distance, just an address distance, or just a phone distance. In this case, the normalized Levenshtein distance is used so the return is an integer between 0 and 10 for both attributes. Collect counts of the results similar to the following table. For this discussion, the floor function is included in the description of the counts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Null</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td>pct_0</td>
<td>pct_1</td>
<td>pct_2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>pct_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>act_0</td>
<td>ct_0_0</td>
<td>ct_0_1</td>
<td>ct_0_2</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>act_1</td>
<td>ct_1_0</td>
<td>ct_1_1</td>
<td>ct_1_2</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>act_2</td>
<td>ct_2_0</td>
<td>ct_2_1</td>
<td>ct_2_2</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here, $ct_{j,k}$ is the number of sample pairs where the address edit distance is $j$ and the phone edit distance is $k$ limited by the floor function (i.e., $ct_{j,k} = \text{dflr}(\text{number of sample pairs where address edit distance is } j \text{ and the phone edit distance is } k)$), $pct_k$ is the number of pairs with phone alone and the phone edit distance is $k$, limited by the floor function, and $act_j$ is the number of pairs with address alone and the edit distance is $j$, limited by the floor function. Calculate the number of pairs where both address and phone are compared:

$$\text{totap} = ct_{0,0} + ct_{0,1} + \ldots + ct_{0,10} + ct_{1,0} + \ldots + ct_{1,10} + \ldots + ct_{10,0} + \ldots + ct_{10,10}$$

[0220] For the marginal distributions (those just involving one or the other), combine the edit distance results from the single comparisons with those from the true two-dimensional comparisons. So, for phone the sum along the columns:

$$\text{tpct}_0 = pct_0 + ct_{0,0} + ct_{1,0} + ct_{2,0} + \ldots + ct_{10,0}$$
$$\text{tpct}_1 = pct_1 + ct_{0,1} + ct_{1,1} + ct_{2,1} + \ldots + ct_{10,1}$$
$$\text{tpct}_2 = pct_2 + ct_{0,2} + ct_{1,2} + ct_{2,2} + \ldots + ct_{10,2}$$
$$\ldots$$
$$\text{tpct}_{10} = pct_{10} + ct_{0,10} + ct_{1,10} + ct_{2,10} + \ldots + ct_{10,10}$$

[0221] For address, the sum along the rows:

$$\text{tact}_0 = act_0 + ct_{0,0} + ct_{0,1} + ct_{0,2} + \ldots + ct_{0,10}$$
$$\text{tact}_1 = act_1 + ct_{1,0} + ct_{1,1} + ct_{1,2} + \ldots + ct_{1,10}$$
$$\text{tact}_2 = act_2 + ct_{2,0} + ct_{2,1} + ct_{2,2} + \ldots + ct_{2,10}$$
$$\ldots$$
$$\text{tact}_{10} = act_{10} + ct_{10,0} + ct_{10,1} + ct_{10,2} + \ldots + ct_{10,10}$$

[0222] And the sums:

$$\text{totp} = \text{tpct}_0 + \text{tpct}_1 + \ldots + \text{tpct}_{10}$$
$$\text{tota} = \text{tact}_0 + \text{tact}_1 + \ldots + \text{tact}_{10}$$
Then the final unmatched probability table looks like:

Table 29: Unmatched probabilities for address by phone edit distance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td></td>
<td>tpc_0 / totp</td>
<td>tpc_1 / totp</td>
<td>tpc_2 / totp</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>tpc_10 / totp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>tact_0 / tota</td>
<td>ct_0 / tota</td>
<td>ct_0 / tota</td>
<td>ct_0 / tota</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_0 / tota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>tact_1 / tota</td>
<td>ct_1 / tota</td>
<td>ct_1 / tota</td>
<td>ct_1 / tota</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_1 / tota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>tact_2 / tota</td>
<td>ct_2 / tota</td>
<td>ct_2 / tota</td>
<td>ct_2 / tota</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_2 / tota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>tact_10 / tota</td>
<td>ct_10 / tota</td>
<td>ct_10 / tota</td>
<td>ct_10 / tota</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_10 / tota</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Default Discrepancy Probabilities

5.2.1 2-dimensional edit distance

The default discrepancy weights for 2-dimensional tables are calculated by taking the outer product of two 1-dimensional tables. This extends to higher dimension as well.

As an example, to get the default discrepancy table for address-by-phone, first calculate a 1-dimensional table with 11 entries (call these wk11\_0, wk11\_1, ..., wk11\_10 corresponding to 0, 1, ..., 10, see formula in section 3.2.1 1-dimensional Edit Distance). These entries form the marginal row and column. The interior is the product, as illustrated in Table 30 below.

Table 30: Default address-by-phone discrepancy table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td></td>
<td>wk11_0</td>
<td>wk11_1</td>
<td>wk11_2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>wk11_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>wk11_0</td>
<td>wk11_0*</td>
<td>wk11_0*</td>
<td>wk11_0*</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>wk11_0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>wk11_1</td>
<td>wk11_1*</td>
<td>wk11_1*</td>
<td>wk11_1*</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>wk11_1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>wk11_2</td>
<td>wk11_2*</td>
<td>wk11_2*</td>
<td>wk11_2*</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>wk11_2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>wk11_10</td>
<td>wk11_10*</td>
<td>wk11_10*</td>
<td>wk11_10*</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>wk11_10*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3 Discrepancy Probabilities

The address-by-phone discrepancy tables are calculated by calculating edit distance on the address/phone subset of the matched set. As with the unmatched probability tables, two attributes are considered simultaneously. When compare two members from the address/phone subset of the matched set, several distances can be obtained, for instance, both a phone and an address distance (if both members have at least one valid value for both address and phone), only a phone distance (if one member has no valid address but both have a valid phone values), only an address distance (if one member has no valid phone but both have a valid address), or null. Member pairs where no comparison is possible are ignored.

Table 31: Matched edit distance counts for address by phone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td>pct_0</td>
<td>pct_1</td>
<td>pct_2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>pct_10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>act_0</td>
<td>ct_0_0</td>
<td>ct_0_1</td>
<td>ct_0_2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_0_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>act_1</td>
<td>ct_1_0</td>
<td>ct_1_1</td>
<td>ct_1_2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_1_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>act_2</td>
<td>ct_2_0</td>
<td>ct_2_1</td>
<td>ct_2_2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_2_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>act_10</td>
<td>ct_10_0</td>
<td>ct_10_1</td>
<td>ct_10_2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_10_10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More specifically,

\[
ct_{ij} = \text{dfFr}( \text{number of pairs with address edit distance is } i \text{ and the phone edit distance is } j ];
\]

\[
pct_j = \text{dfFr}( \text{number of pairs with phone distance } j \text{ where there is no valid address comparison});
\]

\[
act_i = \text{dfFr}( \text{number of pairs with address distance } i \text{ where there is no valid phone comparison}); \text{ and}
\]

\[
totap = ct_{0\_0} + ct_{0\_1} + ... + ct_{0\_10} + ct_{1\_0} + ... + ct_{1\_10} + ... + ct_{10\_0} + ... + ct_{10\_10} .
\]
For the marginal distributions (those involving phone alone or address alone), combine the edit distance results from the single comparisons with those from the true two-dimensional comparisons. So, for phone, the sum along the columns:

\[
\text{tpct}_O = \text{pct}_O + \text{ct}_O\_O + \text{ct}_1\_0 + \text{ct}_2\_0 + \ldots + \text{ct}_{10}\_0;
\]
\[
\text{tpcM} = \text{pct}_1 + \text{ct}_0\_1 + \text{ct}_1\_1 + \text{ct}_2\_1 + \ldots + \text{ct}_{10}\_1;
\]
\[
\text{tpct}_2 = \text{pct}_2 + \text{ct}_0\_2 + \text{ct}_1\_2 + \text{ct}_2\_2 + \ldots + \text{ct}_{10}\_2;
\]
\[
\ldots
\]
\[
\text{tpct}_{10} = \text{pct}_{10} + \text{ct}_{0\_10} + \text{ct}_{1\_10} + \text{ct}_{2\_10} + \ldots + \text{ct}_{10\_10}.
\]

For address, the sum along the rows:

\[
\text{tact}_O = \text{act}_0 + \text{ct}_O\_O + \text{ct}_0\_1 + \text{ct}_0\_2 + \ldots + \text{ct}_{0\_10};
\]
\[
\text{tact}_1 = \text{act}_1 + \text{ct}_1\_0 + \text{ct}_1\_1 + \text{ct}_1\_2 + \ldots + \text{ct}_{1\_10};
\]
\[
\text{tact}_2 = \text{act}_2 + \text{ct}_2\_0 + \text{ct}_2\_1 + \text{ct}_2\_2 + \ldots + \text{ct}_{2\_10};
\]
\[
\ldots
\]
\[
\text{tact}_{10} = \text{act}_{10} + \text{ct}_{0\_10} + \text{ct}_{1\_10} + \text{ct}_{2\_10} + \ldots + \text{ct}_{10\_10}.
\]

And the sums:

\[
\text{totp} = \text{tpct}_O + \text{tpct}_1 + \ldots + \text{tpcM};
\]
\[
\text{tota} = \text{tact}_O + \text{tact}_1 + \ldots + \text{tact}_{10}.
\]

This results a final matched probability table that looks like the following:

Table 32: Address-by-phone discrepancy table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Null</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td>tpc_0 / totp</td>
<td>tpc_1 / totp</td>
<td>tpc_2 / totp</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>tpc_10 / totp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>tact_0 / tota</td>
<td>ct_0_0 / totap</td>
<td>ct_0_1 / totap</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_0_10 / totap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>tact_1 / tota</td>
<td>ct_1_0 / totap</td>
<td>ct_1_1 / totap</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_1_10 / totap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>tact_2 / tota</td>
<td>ct_2_0 / totap</td>
<td>ct_2_1 / totap</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_2_10 / totap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>tact_10 / tota</td>
<td>ct_10_0 / totap</td>
<td>ct_10_1 / totap</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>ct_10_10 / totap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To support the adaptive update, the three counts are saved:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total address/phone</th>
<th>totalp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total address</td>
<td>totala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total phone</td>
<td>totalp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Weight Calculation

The pure edit-distance weights include SSN, Alt-ID, and address/phone. Here, the weight is the log (base 10) of the ratio of the matched set probability divided by the unmatched set probability. As an example, to calculate the weight associated with an SSN edit distance of 0, take the matched probability from Table 31: Matched edit distance counts for address by phone (or Table 30: Default address-by-phone discrepancy table for the first cross match) for the row corresponding to 0 (call it $p_m$) and the unmatched probability from Table 29: Unmatched probabilities for address by phone edit distance for the row corresponding to 0 (call it $p_u$) then the weight for 0 is $\log \left( \frac{p_m}{p_u} \right)$.

6. Gender Data Type

6.1 Unmatched-set Probabilities

The gender unmatched table is a simple table based upon the frequency of gender in compval. The table looks like:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Unmatched probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>$ct_m / totgc$</td>
<td>$(ct_m / totgc)^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>$ct_f / totgc$</td>
<td>$(ct_f / totgc)^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where $ct_m$ is the number of compd records where the gender is male, $ct_f$ is the number that are female, and $totgc = ct_m + ct_f$.

6.2 Default Discrepancy Probabilities

6.2.1 Exact match discrepancy
Other comparisons (e.g. gender, e-mail, and suffix), have a single discrepancy value. The default is $1 - q_d$.

6.3 Discrepancy Probabilities

The gender discrepancy probability is a single value since the comparison result is either "agree" or "disagree". For all pairs in the gender subset of the matched set, let:

$ct_{jnat}$ = the number of pairs where the genders agree, and

$ct_{jniss}$ = the number of pairs where the genders disagree.

Again, pairs without valid genders on one or both members are ignored. Then the discrepancy table for gender may look like the following:

Table 34: Gender discrepancy table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Matched Probability</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender - exact</td>
<td>$ct_{mat} / (ct_{mat} + ct_{miss})$</td>
<td>$(ct_{mat} + ct_{miss})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4 Weight Calculation

The gender weights use the unmatched probabilities in Table 33: Unmatched probabilities for gender match and the matched probability in Table 34: Gender discrepancy table. There are two rows in Table 33: Unmatched probabilities for gender match, M and F each with a probability value and an unmatched probability value (call these $p_{m_1}$ and $p_{m_2}$ for male and $p_{f_1}$ and $p_{f_2}$ for female. Let $p_e$ be the exact match probability from Table 34: Gender discrepancy table. Then the match weight for male is

$wt_m = \log(p_e \cdot p_{m_1} / p_{m_2})$.

The weight for a match on female is

$wt_f = \log(p_e \cdot p_{f_1} / p_{f_2})$.

And the disagreement weight for gender is

$wt = \log((1 - p_e) / (1 - p_{m_2} - p_{f_2}))$.

7. e-mail address Data Type

7.1 Unmatched-set Probabilities

For email, an exact-match comparison is used. That is, there is one weight
regardless of the value of the attribute. From an abstract sense, this is a comparison similar to the exact match component of the name except with a default value for match.

[0251] Begin by calculating the frequency of e-mail address from compd. An exemplary e-mail frequency counts table is shown below:

Table 35: e-mail frequency counts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>em_1</th>
<th>emct_1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>em_2</td>
<td>emct_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>em_net</td>
<td>emct_net</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where emct_k is the count of the number of times e-mail address em_k is in compd. Then the e-mail unmatched probability table looks like the following:

Table 36: Unmatched probabilities for e-mail match

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Unmatched probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>((\frac{emct_1}{totem})^2 + \frac{emct_2}{totem})^2 + \ldots + \frac{emct_{net}}{totem})^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0252] 7.2 Default Discrepancy Probabilities

[0253] 7.2.1 Exact match discrepancy

[0254] Other comparisons (e.g., gender, e-mail, and suffix) have a single discrepancy value. The default is 1-q_d.

[0255] 7.3 Discrepancy Probabilities

[0256] The e-mail discrepancy probability is also a single value. For all pairs in the e-mail subset of the matched set, let:

c_t_emat = the number of pairs where the e-mail addresses agree, and

c_t_emiss = the number of pairs where the email addresses disagree.

Pairs without valid e-mail addresses on one or both members are ignored. Thus, the discrepancy table for e-mail may look like the following:
Table 37: e-mail discrepancy table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Matched Probability</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e-mail - exact</td>
<td>( \frac{ct_emat}{(ct_emat + ct_emiss)} )</td>
<td>( (ct_emat + ct_emiss) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0257] 7.4 Weight Calculation

The weight for e-mail address is similar to that of gender. One difference is that at this time there is only one value to the table (i.e., there is only a match weight and a mismatch weight). This calculation uses the unmatched probabilities \( (p_1 \text{ and } p_2) \) from Table 36: Unmatched probabilities for e-mail match \( (p_1 \text{ is the element in the second column } p_1 \text{ and } p_2 \text{ is the value in the third column - note that for a single row table, } p_1 = 1) \) and the matched probabilities from Table 37: e-mail discrepancy table (call this value \( p_e \)). Then the weight for a match on e-mail is:

\[
wt = \log\left( \frac{1 - p_e}{p_1 / p_2} \right).
\]

And the weight for disagreement is:

\[
wt = \log\left( \frac{p_e}{p_2} \right).
\]

[0259] 8. Suffix Data Type

[0260] 8.1 Unmatched-set Probabilities

[0261] The suffix unmatched probability table is a simple table based upon the frequency of the suffix values. Suppose suffix values are \( s_1, s_2, s_3, \ldots s_n \). Other values are also possible as systems implementing other cultures are anticipated. Let

\[
sct_j = \text{count of number of suffix tokens } s_j
\]

and the total number of tokens,

\[
totsf = sct_1 + sct_2 + \ldots + sct_n,
\]

Then the suffix probabilities are

\[
sfp_k = \frac{sct_k}{totsf}.
\]

Order the tokens by decreasing probability so that \( sfp_1 \geq sfp_2 \geq \ldots \geq sfp_n \) and truncate this list by finding the first \( nk \) so that

\[
sfp_1 + sfp_2 + \ldots + sfp_{nk} > cutsuf.
\]

Then the suffix table looks like the following:
Table 38: Unmatched probabilities for suffix matches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Unmatched probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s_1</td>
<td>sfp_1</td>
<td>(sfp_1)^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_2</td>
<td>sfp_2</td>
<td>(sfp_2)^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_nk</td>
<td>sfp_nk</td>
<td>(sfp_nk)^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>sfp_nk+1 + sfp_nk+2 + ... + sfp_n</td>
<td>(sfp_nk+1 + sfp_nk+2 + ... + sfp_n)^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where ctjr is the count of the suffix values that equal JR, ct_sr is the count that are SR, ct_iii is the number of Ills, and totsf is the total number of valid suffix values.

8.2 Default Discrepancy Probabilities

8.2.1 Exact match discrepancy

Other comparisons (e.g., gender, e-mail, and suffix) have a single discrepancy value. The default is 1-q_d.

8.3 Discrepancy Probabilities

The suffix discrepancy probability is also a single value. However, this calculation uses the name subset of the matched set (i.e., it does not have its own subset). Consider pairs where both records have a valid suffix only. Let ct_smat = the number of pairs where the suffix attributes agree; and ct_smiss = the number of pairs where the suffix attributes disagree.

Then, the discrepancy table looks like the following:

Table 39: Suffix discrepancy table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Matched Probability</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>suffix - exact</td>
<td>ct_smat / (ct_smat + ct_smiss)</td>
<td>(ct_smat + ct_smiss)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4 Suffix weights

The suffix match weights are computed for each suffix in Table 38: Unmatched probabilities for suffix matches. Each row of that table has a token value (call it sj) in column 1, a probability value (call it ps1J) in column 2, and an unmatched
probability value (call it $ps2_J$) in column 3. The discrepancy weight is from Table 39: Suffix discrepancy table (call it $psd$). Then the match weight for $s_j$ is

$$w_{t_j} = \log \left( \frac{(1-psd) \times ps1_J}{ps2_J} \right)$$

and the discrepancy weight is

$$w_{t_d} = \log \left( \frac{psd}{(1 - ps2_1 - ps2_2 - ps2_3 - ... - ps2_nk)} \right).$$

Table 40 below contains a list of exemplary parameters and possible default values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Default Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>numboot</td>
<td>Number of bootstrap pairs for unmatched set sample</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_d$</td>
<td>Data quality for default weights</td>
<td>0.05 normal, 0.20 bad, 0.01 good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{mat}$</td>
<td>Threshold for determining matched set</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{norm}$</td>
<td>Normalized threshold for attribute-specific matched set</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{absolute}$</td>
<td>Un-normalized threshold for attribute-specific matched set</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv_tol</td>
<td>Tolerance for convergence of weights</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpr</td>
<td>Statistical false-positive rate for auto-link threshold calculation</td>
<td>$10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fnr</td>
<td>False-negative rate for clerical-review threshold</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numebt</td>
<td>Number of bootstrap samples for information distribution</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cutpercent</td>
<td>Coverage percentage for name tables</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cutoff</td>
<td>Coverage percentage for year</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0271] Embodiments of the invention can be implemented to generate weights for non-numeric attributes. As an example, this section describes how to compute weights for Hair X Eye Colors, but the same technique could be used to generate weights for any pair of non-numeric attributes.

[0272] For the purpose of this discussion, the set of possible hair colors is $H_1, ..., H_n$, and the set of possible eye colors is $E_1, ..., E_m$.

[0273] 9.1 Unmatched Probabilities

[0274] The frequency for each possible pair $H_i \times E_j$ is computed using the formula ratio:

$$\text{UP-HiXE}_j = \frac{\# \text{ of members with Hair} = H_i \text{ and Eye} = E_j}{\# \text{ of members that have both Hair and Eye}}.$$ 

Separate hair and eye probabilities are also computed as follows:

$$\text{UP-H}_{i} = \frac{\# \text{ of members with Hair} = H_i}{\# \text{ of members that have Hair}},$$
$$\text{UP-E}_{j} = \frac{\# \text{ of members with Eye} = E_j}{\# \text{ of members that have Eye}}.$$ 

For each of these probabilities, when the count in the numerator falls below a minimum value (e.g., a floor), use the floor.

The unmatched disagreement is computed using the formula:

$$\text{UP\_Disagreement} = (1 - \sum_{i,j} (\text{UP-HiXE}_j)^2).$$

[0275] 9.2 Matched Probabilities

[0276] To compute matched probabilities, generate a set of sample pairs and compute the following frequencies:

$$\text{Match\_E}_{\text{match}} \times \text{H}_{\text{match}} = \frac{\text{number of pairs where eye and hair match}}{\text{number of pairs where both members have eye and hair data}}$$

$$\text{Match\_E}_{\text{match}} \times \text{H}_{\text{match}} = \frac{\text{number of pairs where eye does not match and hair matches}}{\text{number of pairs where both members have eye and hair data}}$$


Match E match x H match = (number of pairs where eye and hair does not match)/(number of pairs where both members have eye and hair data)

Match E mismatch x H mismatch = (number of pairs where neither eye nor hair match)/(number of pairs where both members have eye and hair data)

Match E match = (number of pairs where eye match)/(number of pairs where both members have eye data)

Match H match = (number of pairs where hair matches)/(number of pairs where both members have hair data)

\[ \text{Weight}_E(x, y) = \log_{10}(\text{Match}_E(x, y) / \text{UP-H}_x) \]

\[ \text{Weight}_H(x, y) = \log_{10}(\text{Match}_H(x, y) / \text{UP-E}_x) \]

Finally, the disagreement weight is computed using the formula:

\[ \text{Weight}_\text{mismatch}(x, y) = \log_{10}(\text{Match}_\text{mismatch}(x, y) / \text{UP-Disagreement}) \]

[0277] 9.3 Computing the Weights

The agreement weights are computed using the following formula:

\[ \text{Weight}_E(x, y) = \log_{10}(\text{Match}_E(x, y) / \text{UP-H}_x) \]

The partial agreement weights are computed using the following formulas:

\[ \text{Weight}_E(x, y) = \log_{10}(\text{Match}_E(x, y) / \text{UP-H}_x) \]

\[ \text{Weight}_H(x, y) = \log_{10}(\text{Match}_H(x, y) / \text{UP-E}_x) \]

Finally, the disagreement weight is computed using the formula:

\[ \text{Weight}_\text{mismatch}(x, y) = \log_{10}(\text{Match}_\text{mismatch}(x, y) / \text{UP-Disagreement}) \]

[0279] 10. Multidimensional Numeric String Data

Embodiments of the invention can be implemented to generate weights for multidimensional numeric attributes. As an example, this section describes how to compute weights for height X weight, but the same technique could be used to generate weights for any pair of numeric attributes.

Consider two sets of weights: a set of agreement weights and a 2-dimensional distance table. The standardization functions assign each height and weight value to an interval.

Assume the height intervals are \( H_1, \ldots, H_n \) and the weight intervals are \( W_{N', \ldots, N'} \). For each pair \( H_i \times W_j \) there is an agreement weight \( \text{Weight}_E(x, y) \) and for all singletons \( H_i \) and \( W_i \) there are partial agreement weights \( \text{Weight}_H(x, y) \) and \( \text{Weight}_\text{mismatch}(x, y) \).
When two weights are compared the result is a difference which is expressed as a percentage difference and mapped to an interval. Let \( WD_0 \) - \( WD_R \) be these intervals. When two heights are compared the result is a difference which is expressed as an absolute difference and mapped to an interval. Let \( HD_0 \) - \( HD_5 \) be these intervals.

Two weights or heights are considered to match exactly if there differences are in \( HD_0 \) or \( WD_0 \).

The distance table has the following format as shown in Table 41:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Missing</th>
<th>( WD_0 )</th>
<th>( WD_1 )</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>( WD_R )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>No Value</td>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>( H_{\text{missing}} \cdot D_1 )</td>
<td>....</td>
<td>( H_{\text{missing}} \cdot D_n )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( HD_0 )</td>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>( H_0 \cdot D_1 )</td>
<td>( H_0 \cdot D_2 )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>( H_0 \cdot D_n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( HD_1 )</td>
<td>( H_1 \cdot D_{\text{missing}} )</td>
<td>( H_1 \cdot D_0 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_2 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_3 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_4 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_5 )</td>
<td>( H_5 \cdot D_{\text{missing}} )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td></td>
<td>( H_5 \cdot D_5 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no weight for the Missing X Missing cell. There are no weights for the cell labeled Exact. The weight for these cases can be found in the exact match table. All other cells have weights.

10.1 Unmatched Probabilities

Compute the frequency for each possible pair \( H_i \) X \( W_j \), using the formula ratio:

\[
UP-H_iXW_j = \frac{\text{(\# of members with Height in interval } H_i \text{ and Eye in interval } E_j)}{\text{(\# of members that have both Hair and Eye)}}
\]

Compute separate hair and eye probabilities:

\[
UP-H_i = \frac{\text{(\# of members with Hair in interval } H_i)}{\text{(\# of members that have Hair)}},
\]

\[
UP-E_j = \frac{\text{(\# of members with Eye in interval } E_j)}{\text{(\# of members that have Eye)}}.
\]

Generate a set of random pairs and compare those pairs to product a count table that looks like the following:
## Table 42.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Missing</th>
<th>WD₀</th>
<th>WD₁</th>
<th>…</th>
<th>…</th>
<th>WDᵣ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>Don't Care</td>
<td>RC_Hₐₗₐₜₕ_W₀</td>
<td>RC_Hₐₗₐₜₕ_W₁</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>RC_Hₐₗₐₜₕ_Wᵣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD₀</td>
<td>RC_H₀₦ₗₐₜₕ_Wₐₘᵢₗᵦ</td>
<td>RC_H₀₦ₗₐₜₕ_W₀</td>
<td>RC_H₀₦ₗₐₜₕ_W₁</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD₁</td>
<td>RC_H₁ₗₐₜₕ_Wₐₘᵢₗᵦ</td>
<td>RC_H₁ₗₐₜₕ_W₀</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDₙ</td>
<td>RC_Hₙₐₗₐₜₕ_Wₐₘᵢₗᵦ</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>RC_Hₙₐₗₐₜₕ_Wᵣ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0289] From Table 42 above, generate a random probability table that looks like the following:

## Table 43.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Missing</th>
<th>WD₀</th>
<th>WD₁</th>
<th>…</th>
<th>…</th>
<th>WDᵣ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td></td>
<td>RP_Hₐₗₐₜₕ_W₀</td>
<td>RP_Hₐₗₐₜₕ_W₁</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>RP_Hₐₗₐₜₕ_Wᵣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD₀</td>
<td>RP_H₀₦ₗₐₜₕ_Wₐₘᵢₗᵦ</td>
<td>RP_H₀₦ₗₐₜₕ_W₀</td>
<td>RP_H₀₦ₗₐₜₕ_W₁</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD₁</td>
<td>RP_H₁ₗₐₜₕ_Wₐₘᵢₗᵦ</td>
<td>RP_H₁ₗₐₜₕ_W₀</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDₙ</td>
<td>RP_Hₙₐₗₐₜₕ_Wₐₘᵢₗᵦ</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>RC_Hₙₐₗₐₜₕ_Wᵣ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the following formulas:

\[
RP_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wᵢ} = \frac{RC_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wᵢ}}{\sum_{m,n}(RC_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wₙ})},
\]

\[
RP_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wₐₘᵢₗᵦ} = \frac{(RC_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wₐₘᵢₗᵦ} + \sum_{m}(RC_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wₙ}))}{(\sum_{m}(RC_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wₐₘᵢₗᵦ}) + \sum_{m,n}(RC_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wₙ}))},
\]

\[
RP_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wᵢ} = \frac{(RC_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wᵢ} + \sum_{m}(RC_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wₙ}))}{(\sum_{m}(RC_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wᵢ}) + \sum_{m,n}(RC_{-Hₐₗₐₜₕ}_{Wₙ}))},
\]
10.2 Matched Probabilities

Compare all matched pairs to produce a matched count table that looks like the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Missing</th>
<th>WD₀</th>
<th>WD₁</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>..</th>
<th>WDᵣ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>Don't Care</td>
<td>MCₜₜ_missing_W₀</td>
<td>MCₜₜ_missing_W₁</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>MCₜₜ_missing_Wᵣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD₀</td>
<td>MCₜ₀ₜ₀_W_missing</td>
<td>MCₜ₀₀₀_W₀</td>
<td>MCₜ₀₀₀_W₁</td>
<td>..</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD₁</td>
<td>MCₜ₁ₜ₁_W_missing</td>
<td>MCₜ₁₀₀_W₀</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDₛ</td>
<td>MCₜₛₜₛ_W_missing</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>MCₜₛₛₛ_Wᵣ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 44 above, generate a matched probability table that looks like the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Missing</th>
<th>WD₀</th>
<th>WD₁</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>..</th>
<th>WDᵣ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td></td>
<td>MPₜₜ_missing_W₀</td>
<td>MPₜₜ_missing_W₁</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>MPₜₜ_missing_Wᵣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD₀</td>
<td>MPₜ₀ₜ₀_W_missing</td>
<td>MPₜ₀₀₀_W₀</td>
<td>MPₜ₀₀₀_W₁</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD₁</td>
<td>MPₜ₁ₜ₁_W_missing</td>
<td>MPₜ₁₀₀_W₀</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td></td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDₛ</td>
<td>MPₜₛₜₛ_W_missing</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>MPₜₛₛₛ_Wᵣ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the following formulas:

\[ MPₜₜₜₜₜₜ = \frac{MCₜₜₜₜₜₜ}{\text{sum}_{n}(MCₜₜₜₜₜₜ)} \]
\[ \text{MP} \_ H_m \_ W_{\text{missing}} = (\text{MC} \_ H_m \_ W_{\text{missing}} + \sum_n (\text{MC} \_ H_m \_ W_n))/[\sum_n (\text{MC} \_ H_m \_ W_{\text{missing}}) + \sum_{m,n} (\text{MC} \_ H_m \_ W_n)] \]

\[ \text{MP} \_ H_{\text{missing}} \_ W_j = (\text{MC} \_ H_{\text{missing}} \_ W_j + \sum_m (\text{MC} \_ H_m \_ W_j))/[\sum_n (\text{MC} \_ H_{\text{missing}} \_ W_n) + \sum_{m,n} (\text{MC} \_ H_m \_ W_n)] \]

[0293] 10.3 Computing the Weights:

[0294] The distance table weights are computed using the formulas:

\[ H_i \_ D_j = \log_{10}(\text{MP} \_ H_i \_ W_i/\text{RP} \_ H_i \_ W_j) \]

where \( i = 0, \ldots, R_{\text{missing}} \) and \( j = 0, \ldots, S_{\text{missing}} \) with the pairs, \((0,0)\) (0, missing) and (missing, 0) excluded).

The exact match weights are computed using the formulas:

\[ \text{Weight} \_ H_m \_ W_j = \log_{10}(\text{MP} \_ H_0 \_ W_0^f/\text{UP} \_ H_x \_ W_j) \]

\[ \text{Weight} \_ H_{\text{missing}} \_ W_j = \log_{10}(\text{MP} \_ H_{\text{missing}} \_ W_0^f/\text{UP} \_ W_j) \]

\[ \text{Weight} \_ H_x \_ W_{\text{missing}} = \log_{10}(\text{MP} \_ H_0 \_ W^f \_ W_{\text{missing}}^f/\text{UP} \_ W_j) \]

[0295] 11. Business Name Weights

[0296] 11.1 Computing Token Information

[0297] Before computing weights, compute the token information tables. The exact token information table is computed from the token frequency. The result of the business name standardization is a list of business name tokens. For each token \( t \), compute the token frequency:

\[ \text{ExactFreq}_t = \text{Count}_t/\text{Count}_{bn} \]

Where \( \text{Count}_t \) is the number of occurrences of \( t \) in the standardized output and \( \text{Count}_{bn} \) is the number of business names with non-empty standardized form.

For all tokens whose frequency is less than the cut off frequency (ExactCutFreq) 0.00001, the exact information is computed using the formula:

\[ \text{ExactInfo}_t = -\log(\text{ExactFreq}_t) \] (\( \log \) is the natural logarithm)

The default exact info used for all other tokens is:

\[ \text{DefaultExactInfo} = -\log(\text{ExactCutFreq}) \]
11.2 Information Penalties

To compute the penalties for the partial matches, compute frequencies for matched
pairs and for random pairs.

11.2.1 Matched Partial Match Frequencies

Apply the comparison logic to the matched pairs and derive the following counts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Match_ExactMatch</td>
<td>The number of tokens that match exactly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match_PhoneticMatch</td>
<td>The number of tokens that match phonetically, but not exactly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match_NicknameMatch</td>
<td>The number of tokens that match via the nickname table, but don't match by any of the above criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match_NickPhoneMatch</td>
<td>The number of tokens that have a phonetic nickname match, but don't match by any of the above criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match_EditDistMatch</td>
<td>The number of tokens whose edit distance is within 20% of the longest string, but don't match by any of the above criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total_Compare</td>
<td>The total number of token compares.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compute the following frequencies from these counts:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Matched}_\text{Freq}_\text{ExactMatch} & = \frac{\text{Match}_\text{ExactMatch}}{\text{TotalCompar}} \\
\text{Matched}_\text{Freq}_\text{PhoneticMatch} & = \frac{\text{Match}_\text{PhoneticMatch}}{\text{TotalCompar}} \\
\text{Matched}_\text{Freq}_\text{NicknameMatch} & = \frac{\text{Match}_\text{NicknameMatch}}{\text{TotalCompar}} \\
\text{Matched}_\text{Freq}_\text{NickPhoneMatch} & = \frac{\text{Match}_\text{NickPhoneMatch}}{\text{TotalCompar}} \\
\text{Matched}_\text{Freq}_\text{EditDistMatch} & = \frac{\text{Match}_\text{EditDistMatch}}{\text{TotalCompar}}
\end{align*}
\]

11.2.2 Matched Offset Position Matches

When applying the business match algorithm, when a pair of tokens matches exactly
or partially, compute token distance to the previous matched token. If there are any
non-matching tokens between these matches a penalty is applied. Examples:

BOBS TACOS - BOBS GOOD TOCAS
In this pair a position penalty of 2 is applied to the TACOS match because the maximum distance from TACOS to BOBS is 2.

**BOBS TACOS - FRIENDLY BOBS TACOS**

No position penalties are applied to either the BOBS or TACOS match. The penalties apply not to position, but to distance to the previous match.

**BOBS GOOD TACOS - BOBS MUCHO BUENO TACO.**

A position penalty of 3 would be applied to the partial match TOCOS-TOCO, because the maximum distance is 3. Note there is no relative distance for the first match in a string. So, no penalty can be applied to that string.

Table 47.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count_Dist1</td>
<td>The number of token pairs compared whose distance to the previous match is 1. (No extra tokens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match_Dist1</td>
<td>The number of tokens that match exactly or partially and whose distance to the previous match is 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count_Dist2</td>
<td>The number of tokens compared that have a max distance of 2 to the previous match.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match_Dist2</td>
<td>The number of tokens that match exactly or partially and whose distance to the previous match is 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count_Dist3</td>
<td>The number of tokens compared that have a max distance of 3 to the previous match.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match_Dist3</td>
<td>The number of tokens that match exactly or partially and whose distance to the previous match is 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count_Dist4</td>
<td>The number of tokens compared that have a max distance of 4 or more to the previous match.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match_Dist4</td>
<td>The number of tokens that match exactly or partially and whose distance to the previous match is 4 or more.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Matched_Freq.MatchDistO(1,2,3,4) = Match_DistO(1,2,3,4)/Count_Dist(1,2,3,4).

[0305] 11.2.3 Unmatched Frequencies

[0306] Apply the algorithm to the unmatched frequencies and compute:

Unmatched_Freq_ExactMatch
Unmatched_Freq_PhoneticMatch
Unmatched_Freq_NicknameMatch
Unmatched_Freq_NickPhoneMatch
Unmatched_Freq_EditDistMatch
Unmatched_Freq_MatchDist0(1,2,3,4)

[0307] 11.2.4 Computing the Penalties

Before computing the penalties, first compute:

ExactMatchInfo = \log(\text{Matched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{ExactMatch}/\text{Unmatched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{ExactMatch})

Then compute the penalties as:

Phonetic Match Penalty = ExactMatchInfo - \log(\text{Matched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{PhoneticMatch}/\text{Unmatched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{PhoneticMatch})

Nickname Match Penalty = ExactMatchInfo - \log(\text{Matched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{NicknameMatch}/\text{Unmatched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{NicknameMatch})

Phonetic Nickname Match Penalty = ExactMatchInfo - \log(\text{Matched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{NickPhoneMatch}/\text{Unmatched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{NickPhoneMatch})

Edit Dist Nickname Match Penalty = ExactMatchInfo - \log(\text{Matched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{EditDistMatch}/\text{Unmatched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{EditDistMatch})

Dist(2,3,4) Penalty = \log(\text{Matched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{MatchDist1}/\text{Unmatched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{MatchDist1}) - \log(\text{Matched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{MatchDist2,3,4}/\text{Unmatched}_F_\text{Freq}_\text{MatchDist2,3,4})

[0309] 11.3 Computing the Similarity Weights

The similarity weights reside in a 1-dimensional weight table indexed from 0 to 16. 0 is the weight for missing data and this weight is always 0. A value of 1 is interpreted as exact (or near exact match) and the similarity of the match decreases as the index increases.

[0310] 11.3.1 Computing the Matched Similarity Data

For each matched pair, compare all business name pairs keeping the following Counts:

Table 48.
Then compute:

\[
\text{Match} \_ \text{Similarity} \_ \text{Freq}(1, 2, \ldots, 16) = \frac{\text{Matched} \_ \text{Similarity} \_ \text{Count}(1, 2, \ldots, 16)}{\text{Matched} \_ \text{NamePair} \_ \text{Count}}
\]

Then compute:

\[
\text{Match} \_ \text{Similarity} \_ \text{Freq}(1, 2, \ldots, 16) = \frac{\text{Matched} \_ \text{Similarity} \_ \text{Count}(1, 2, \ldots, 16)}{\text{Matched} \_ \text{NamePair} \_ \text{Count}}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matched_NamePair_Count</td>
<td>The number of name pairs compared.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched_Similarity_Count(1,2,\ldots,16)</td>
<td>The number of name pairs with similarity equal to 1,2, \ldots,16.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 11.3.2 Computing the Random Similarity Data

Using the same technique, but with the random pairs, compute:

\[
\text{Random} \_ \text{Similarity} \_ \text{Freq}(1, 2, \ldots, 16) = \frac{\text{Random} \_ \text{Similarity} \_ \text{Count}(1, 2, \ldots, 16)}{\text{Random} \_ \text{NamePair} \_ \text{Count}}
\]

- 11.3.3 Computing the Weights

Finally, compute the weights, using the formula:

\[
\text{Similarity} \_ \text{Weight}_{(1, \ldots, 16)} = \log(\text{Matched} \_ \text{Similarity} \_ \text{Freq}/\text{Random} \_ \text{Similarity} \_ \text{Freq})
\]

- 12. International Address X Phone Weights

The Address and Phone weights are contained in a 2 dimensional table: the first dimension is the address similarity and the second dimension is the phone edit distance.

Before computing the address similarity scores, compute the address information scores and the match penalties.

- 12.1 Token Information

The exact token information table for non-numeric tokens is computed from the token frequency. The result of the address name standardization is a list of address tokens each is identified as either numeric or non-numeric. For each non-numeric token t compute the token frequency:

\[
\text{ExactFreq}_t = \frac{\text{Count}_t}{\text{Count}_a}
\]

Where Count_t is the number of occurrences of t in the standardized output and Count_a is the number of addresses with non-empty standardized form.
For all tokens whose frequency is less than the cut off frequency (ExactCutFreq) 0.00001, the exact information is computed using the formula:

\[ \text{ExactInfot} = -\log(\text{ExactFreqt}) \]

(In is the natural logarithm)

The default exact info used for all other tokens is:

\[ \text{DefaultExactInfo} = -\log(\text{ExactCutFreq}) \]

The numeric token exact match information is determined by token length and stored in a 1-dim table. For \( i = 1 \) to 10,

\[ \text{NumericInfo}_i = i + 1.0 \]

[0322] 12.2 Penalties

[0323] This section describes how to compute the penalties required for the similarity computation.

[0324] 12.2.1 Matched Data

[0325] Apply the address comparison to all matched pairs and collect counts such as those listed in Table 49 below. Note: A non-numeric compare is a comparison of two non-numeric tokens or a numeric and a non-numeric token. A numeric compare is a comparison of two numeric tokens.

Table 49.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NonNumeric_CompareCount_Matched</td>
<td>The total number of non-numeric comparisons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonNumeric_Exact_Matched</td>
<td>The total number of non-numeric comparisons resulting in an exact match.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonNumeric_Phonetic_Matched</td>
<td>The total number of non-numeric comparisons resulting in a phonetic match that didn’t match exactly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonNumeric_Nickname_Matched</td>
<td>The total number of non-numeric comparisons resulting in a nickname match that didn’t match by any of the above criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonNumeric_NickPhonetic_Matched</td>
<td>The total number on non-numeric comparisons resulting in a nickname-phonetic match that didn’t match by any of the above criteria.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next, compute the following frequencies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matched_Freq_NonNumeric_Exact</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{NonNumeric_Exact_Matched}}{\text{NonNumeric_CompareCount_Matched}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched_Freq_NonNumeric_Phonetic</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{NonNumeric_Phonetic_Matched}}{\text{NonNumeric_CompareCount_Matched}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched_Freq_NonNumeric_Nickname</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{NonNumeric_Nickname_Matched}}{\text{NonNumeric_CompareCount_Matched}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched_Freq_NonNumeric_NickPhonetic</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{NonNumeric_NickPhonetic_Matched}}{\text{NonNumeric_CompareCount_Matched}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched_Freq_NonNumeric_EditDist</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{NonNumeric_EditDistance_Matched}}{\text{NonNumeric_CompareCount_Matched}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched_Freq_Numeric_Exact</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Numeric_Exact_Matched}}{\text{Numeric_EditDistance_Matched}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched_Freq_Numeric_EditDist</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Numeric_EditDist_Matched}}{\text{Numeric_EditDistance_Matched}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.2.2 Matched Offset Position Matches

When applying the address match algorithm, when a pair of tokens matches exactly or partially, compute token distance to the previous matched token. If there are any non-matching tokens between these matches a penalty is applied. Note there is no relative distance for the first match in a string. So, no penalty can be applied to that string.

When applying the algorithm to the matched set, compute the following counts:
Matched_Freq_MatchDist0(1,2,3,4) = Match_Dist0(1,2,3,4)/Count_Dist(1,2,3,4).

12.2.3 Unmatched Frequencies

Apply the algorithm to the unmatched frequencies and compute:

Unmatched_Freq_NonNumeric_Exact
Unmatched_Freq_NonNumeric_Phonetic
Unmatched_Freq_NonNumeric_Nickname
UnmatchedJFreq_NonNumeric_NickPhonetic
Unmatched_Freq_NonNumeric_EditDist
UnmatchedJreq_Numeric_Exact
Unmatched_Freq_Numeric_EditDist
Unmatched_Freq_MatchDistO(1,2,3,4)

12.2.4 Computing the Penalties
Before computing the penalties, first compute:

\[
\text{ExactMatchInfo\_NonNumeric} = \log(\frac{\text{Matched\_Freq\_NonNumeric\_Exact}}{\text{Unmatched\_Freq\_NonNumeric\_Exact}})
\]

\[
\text{ExactMatchInfo\_Numeric} = \log(\frac{\text{Matched\_Freq\_Numeric\_Exact}}{\text{Unmatched\_Freq\_Numeric\_Exact}})
\]

Then, compute the penalties as:

\[
\text{Phonetic Match Penalty} = \text{ExactMatchInfo\_NonNumeric} - \log(\frac{\text{Matched\_Freq\_NonNumeric\_Phonetic}}{\text{Unmatched\_Freq\_NonNumeric\_Phonetic}})
\]

\[
\text{Nickname Match Penalty} = \text{Exact MatchInfo\_NonNumeric} - \log(\frac{\text{Matched\_Freq\_NonNumeric\_NickName}}{\text{Unmatched\_Freq\_NonNumeric\_NickName}})
\]

\[
\text{Phonetic Nickname Match Penalty} = \text{Exact MatchInfo\_NonNumeric} - \log(\frac{\text{Matched\_Freq\_NonNumeric\_NickPhone}}{\text{Unmatched\_Freq\_NonNumeric\_NickPhone}})
\]

\[
\text{Edit Dist Nickname Match Penalty NonNumeric} = \text{Exact MatchInfo\_NonNumeric} - \log(\frac{\text{Matched\_Freq\_NonNumeric\_EditDist}}{\text{Unmatched\_Freq\_NonNumeric\_EditDist}})
\]

\[
\text{Edit Dist Nickname Match Penalty Numeric} = \text{Exact MatchInfo\_Numeric} - \log(\frac{\text{Matched\_Freq\_Numeric\_EditDist}}{\text{Unmatched\_Freq\_Numeric\_EditDist}})
\]

\[
\text{Dist(2,3,4) Penalty} = \log(\frac{\text{Matched\_Freq\_MatchDist1}}{\text{Unmatched\_Freq\_MatchDist1}}) - \log(\frac{\text{Matched\_Freq\_MatchDist2,3,4}}{\text{Unmatched\_Freq\_MatchDist2,3,4}})
\]

The final weight table for the addressXphone comparison is a 2 dimensional weight table. The first (row) dimension is the address similarity. Index value 0 is missing data, 1 is exact or near exact match, and the similarity decreases as the index increases. The second (column) dimension is the phone edit distance. Index value 0 is missing data, value 1 is edit distance 0, and the edit distance increases as the index value increases.

12.3.1 Computing the Matched Data
For all matched pairs, run the addressXphone compare. Each compare yields an indexed pair. The counts for each pair are maintained in a table that looks like the following:

Table 51.

| mc0,0 | mc0,1 | ..... | | mc0,7 |
|------|------|------| | ------|
| mc1,0 | ..... | | | |
| ..... | | | | |
| ..... | | | | |
| ..... | | | | mcr,c |
| ..... | | | | |
| ..... | | | | |
| mc16,0 | ..... | | | mc16,7 |

To convert to frequencies, first compute to total number of comparisons where both address and phone were present:

\[ \text{Count}_{pa} = \sum_{r>0, \ o \ \pi \ c} \]

Now the frequencies for all pairs where both are present.

For \( r>0, \) and \( c>0, \) \( mf_{rc} = m_{Cr,C} / \text{Count}_{pa} \)

Next compute the total number of comparisons where address is present and phone may or may not be present:

\[ \text{Count}_p = \sum_{r>0, \ \text{HT}, \ c} \]

Now compute marginal counts for column indexes 1, 7:

\[ \text{marginalPhone}_c = \sum_{r>0} m_{Cr,c} \]

The frequencies for row index 0 are then:

\[ mf_{0,c} = \text{marginalPhone}_c / \text{Count}_p \]

The total number of comparisons where phone and address may or may not be present is:
The marginal counts for row indexes 1, 16 is:
\[ \text{marginalAddresS}_r = \sum_{c > 0} m_{rc} \]

The frequencies for column index 0 are then:
\[ mf_r = \frac{\text{marginalAddress}_r}{\text{Count}_a} \]

12.3.2 Computing the Unmatched Data

Repeat the above process with unmatched pairs to compute the unmatched frequencies:
\[ Ufr_c \]

12.3.3 Computing Edit Distance Weight Table

Use the following formula to compute the values for the final weight table:
\[ \text{Weighty} = \log_{10}(mf_{r/c} / uf_{r,c}) \]

13. Filters Compare Functions

The table mpi_cmpspec may include some compare functions for which weights are not generated by the weight generation utility. Weights for these functions are supplied by the user. These compare functions and the associated weights can be used throughout the weight generation process described above, for example, in Determining the Matched Set. Still more specifically, these functions can be included in the computation of each pair's score which is used to determine if the pair falls above or below the threshold \( T_{\text{mat}} \).

The filter functions can be included when a member is compared against itself to compute the member's information. In most cases, the result a filter function during a self compare should be zero. Including them in the self compares gives greater flexibility in the future.

The filter compare functions can also be included in the attribute-specific, normalized information scores \( snorm_n \).

In the foregoing specification, the invention has been described with reference to specific embodiments. As one of ordinary skill in the art can appreciate, various modifications and changes can be made to the embodiments and drawings disclosed.
herein without departing from the scope of the present invention. In addition, many alternatives to the examples disclosed herein are possible. All such modifications and alternatives are intended to be included within the scope of present invention. Accordingly, the scope of the invention should be determined by the following claims and their legal equivalents.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method of automatically generating weights for associating a plurality of data records, comprising:
   - generating unmatched probabilities for a set of candidate data records, wherein the unmatched probabilities are computed per attribute for each pair of data records in the set of candidate data records;
   - determining default discrepancy probabilities per attribute for each pair of data records in the set of candidate data records based upon a data quality parameter,
   - calculating initial weights per attribute based upon the unmatched probabilities and the default discrepancy probabilities; and
   - iterating a process comprising the steps of:
     - comparing each pair of data records in the set of candidate data records using the initial weights;
     - determining a candidate matched set with results from the comparing step;
     - generating true discrepancy probabilities with scoring information from the candidate matched set;
     - calculating new weights based upon the unmatched probabilities and the true discrepancy probabilities; and
     - testing for weight convergence.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising loading all or a portion of the data records from a plurality of data sources.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating frequency data for one or more attributes contained in the set of candidate data records.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating candidate anonymous data.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising enabling a user to review and modify a list identifying the candidate anonymous data.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of determining a candidate matched set further comprises determining, for each data record, whether it scores at or above a first threshold and
a second threshold, wherein the first threshold pertains to an overall match score and wherein the second threshold pertains to a percentage of a possible match per attribute type.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of generating true discrepancy probabilities further comprises taking each pair of data records in the candidate matched set and calculating probabilities of matching with respect to each attribute.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of testing for weight convergence further comprises:
   determining a difference between the initial weights and the new weights; and
   repeating the process using the new weights if the difference is larger than a predetermined amount.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising calculating candidate thresholds, wherein the candidate thresholds include auto-link and clerical-review thresholds.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
    recording review results, wherein the review results include information on matched pairs and unmatched pairs in the plurality of data records; and
    iterating the process using the recorded review results.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the unmatched probabilities are generated by frequency counts, bootstrap sampling, or a combination thereof.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the default discrepancy probabilities are determined using stored weights.

13. A system programmed to implement the method according to claim 1.

14. A computer readable medium carrying computer-executable program instructions implement the method according to claim 1.

15. A system, comprising:
    at least one processor;
one or more computer readable media storing program instructions executable by the at least one processor to automatically generate weights for associating data records from a plurality of data sources, wherein the program instructions when executed cause the at least one processor to perform an iteration process comprising the steps of:

- comparing each pair of data records in a set of candidate data records using current weights;
- determining a candidate matched set with results from the comparing step;
- generating true discrepancy probabilities with scoring information from the candidate matched set;
- calculating new weights based upon the unmatched probabilities and the true discrepancy probabilities; and
- repeating the iteration process using the new weights if a difference between the current weights and the new weights is larger than a predetermined amount.

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the set of candidate data records is a subset of the data records from the plurality of data sources.

17. The system of claim 15, wherein the program instructions when executed further cause the at least one processor to perform

- generating unmatched probabilities for the set of candidate data records, wherein the unmatched probabilities are computed per attribute for each pair of data records in the set of candidate data records;
- determining default discrepancy probabilities per attribute for each pair of data records in the set of candidate data records based upon a data quality parameter; and
- calculating the current weights per attribute based upon the unmatched probabilities and the default discrepancy probabilities.

18. The system of claim 15, further comprising a user interface configured to enable a user to review and modify a list identifying candidate anonymous data derived from the data records from the plurality of data sources or a subset thereof.

19. The system of claim 15, further comprising a non-volatile memory for storing review results, wherein the review results include information on matched pairs and unmatched pairs in the data records from the plurality of data sources or a subset thereof, wherein the program
instructions when executed further cause the at least one processor to perform the iteration process using the stored review results.

20. A computer readable medium storing program instructions executable by a processor to automatically generate weights for associating data records from a plurality of data sources, wherein the program instructions when executed cause the processor to perform an iteration process comprising the steps of:
   comparing each pair of data records in a set of candidate data records using current weights;
   determining a candidate matched set with results from the comparing step;
   generating true discrepancy probabilities with scoring information from the candidate matched set;
   calculating new weights based upon the unmatched probabilities and the true discrepancy probabilities; and
   repeating the iteration process using the new weights if a difference between the current weights and the new weights is larger than a predetermined amount.

21. The computer readable medium of claim 20, wherein the program instructions when executed further cause the processor to perform
   generating unmatched probabilities for the set of candidate data records, wherein the unmatched probabilities are computed per attribute for each pair of data records in the set of candidate data records;
   determining default discrepancy probabilities per attribute for each pair of data records in the set of candidate data records based upon a data quality parameter; and
   calculating the current weights per attribute based upon the unmatched probabilities and the default discrepancy probabilities.

22. The computer readable medium of claim 20, wherein the program instructions when executed further cause the processor to load the set of candidate data records.

23. The computer readable medium of claim 22, wherein the set of candidate data records includes all or a subset of the data records from the plurality of data sources.
24. The computer readable medium of claim 20, wherein the program instructions when executed further cause the processor to determine, for each data record, whether it scores at or above a first threshold and a second threshold, wherein the first threshold pertains to an overall match score and wherein the second threshold pertains to a percentage of a possible match per attribute type.

25. The computer readable medium of claim 20, wherein the program instructions when executed further cause the processor to calculate candidate thresholds, wherein the candidate thresholds include auto-link and clerical-review thresholds.

26. The computer readable medium of claim 20, wherein the program instructions when executed further cause the processor to perform the iteration process using recorded review results, wherein the recorded review results include information on matched pairs and unmatched pairs in the data records from the plurality of data source.

27. The computer readable medium of claim 20, wherein the program instructions when executed further cause the processor to generate the unmatched probabilities by frequency counts, bootstrap sampling, and a hybrid of frequency counts and bootstrap sampling.
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